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Executive Summary
Deliverable D4.3 (“Final system design”) is the third deliverable of WP4 entitled “AEGLE system and services
design” and concerns the work that has been carried out during months 19-27 of the project. The suite of the WP4
deliverables which includes the present deliverable and the two preceding ones (D4.1 and D4.2 released on Month
6 and 18 of the project, respectively) reflects the evolution of the user requirements and system design. In this
regard, D4.3 reports on the consolidated design, and where applicable on the evolution of design considerations
and decisions for the AEGLE big data platform, driven by the three use cases elaborated in the project, namely,
namely, Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia (CLL), Intensive Care Unit (ICU) and Type-II Diabetes Mellitus (TD2M), and
taking into account the progress and feedback provided by the other technical WPs, i.e. WP5 and WP6.
The report presents first the AEGLE use cases, providing concrete information as regards the AEGLE data, and the
scenarios, i.e. the research or clinical questions posed in each use case, serving as a basis for the development of
the data management, analysis and visualization, and towards demonstrating the value out of the AEGLE platform
and big data in health at large. Then, it specifies all the technical aspects of the AEGLE platform, including the
general architecture and the computational infrastructure, the data management and design for anonymization
and cloud data management, the analytics and workflows management, the AEGLE users as well as their roles and
applications. The WP4 risks and the respective mitigation plans are finally analyzed.
In this respect, deliverable D4.3 aims to facilitate the next steps of the final system development. This design is
being validated through the final prototype of applications/tools and integration schemas that are being
elaborated in WP5 and WP6.
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1. Introduction
The present deliverable (“Final system design”; D4.3) reports on the work that has been conducted in the scope of
WP4 entitled “AEGLE system and services design” during Months 19-27 of the project and it provides the final
design of the AEGLE system. Although, conceptually this deliverable constitutes a follow-up of deliverable D4.2
(“Second system design including system requirements”; released on Month 18) reporting on the evolution of
design considerations and decisions for the AEGLE big data platform, a strategic decision has been made to deviate
from the system presentation of deliverable D4.2 with respect to the section structure and level of provided detail
so as to enhance the didactic (i.e., “lessons learned”) character of deliverable D4.3 as opposed to the descriptive
character of deliverable D4.2. This is perfectly compliant with the intension of the AEGLE consortium to change the
classification of the present deliverable from confidential to public. The herein presented design has taken into
account the available outcomes of WP5 and WP6 regarding the implementation and validation of the AEGLE
system, respectively.
The document is structured as follows: Section 2 is devoted to the AEGLE use cases. In contrast to deliverable D4.2,
each case is briefly outlined – rather than fully presented – and emphasis is placed on the distinction between (i)
common or generic user needs, and (ii) case specific user needs. A full description of the data available in AEGLE
is included in this section, regarding the types of data and their amount (Table 10, Table 11, Table 12, at
Appendix B). The design decisions of AEGLE answering to each class of user needs are also presented in this
section. Section 3 presents the general architecture of the AEGLE system and the underlying infrastructure. This
section outlines the general architectural scheme of the AEGLE system as well as the computational resources and
infrastructures that implement this scheme. The evolution of the architecture from the first to the final design is
presented here as well. The management of data within the AEGLE system is the subject of Section 4. This section
provides the (i) finalized procedures for data anonymization, (ii) the finalized data models and format, (iii) the
methodology for handling data in the cloud and (iv) defines an upload protocol for external data. Section 5 is
devoted to the design of the analytical core of the AEGLE system. The objective of this section is not only to
present the finalized design of the provided analytical functionalities, the data utilized in every analysis, the
development status and the publications derived from the analyses (Section 5.3) but also to formally specify (i)
the conceptual building blocks of the analytical core (Section 5.1), (ii) the supported mechanisms for defining
analytical tasks (Section 5.2), and (iii) the supported strategies for executing analytical tasks (Section 5.4). The
section concludes with the protocol for incorporating new analytics (Section 5.5). Based on the analytics designed
for AEGLE a set of papers has been published, these can be found at Appendix G.
Section 6 deals with the AEGLE user application and its intended users. The section touches upon topics such as
the access to information and information presentation within the system, the types of user interactions, the
consolidated user profiles, as well as encountered and tackled application design issues and a description of the
clinical decision support system as a secondary interface of AEGLE platform. Section 7 provides the conclusion of
this deliverable.
Sections that provide an overview of the lifecycles of the AEGLE system from a software development standpoint,
starting from the first non-integrated prototypes and ending in the final design of the integrated system and
outline the identified risks for the final development (WP5) and evaluation (WP6) phase of AEGLE along with the
associated mitigation plans are located in Appendix E and Appendix F respectively.
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The present report concludes the design phase of AEGLE. This herein presented design is going to feed the
implementation and, subsequently, the validation of the final version of the AEGLE system in the framework of
WP5 and WP6, respectively.
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2. Use cases and Consolidated User Needs
We start this section by outlining the 3 medical use cases of AEGLE. Detailed descriptions of the three cases along
with the incorporated data, data models, user scenarios to be supported, data quality and regulatory issues have
provided in deliverable D4.2.

2.1 Use Case Overview
Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia (CLL) is a hematological cancer, which predominantly affects elderly individuals
(median age at diagnosis of 70 years). The – currently chronic and incurable – disease places considerable stress on
patients, their families and the healthcare infrastructure. Recent research has led to important findings and
biological data are now used for defining prognostic categories and predicting treatment responses. It is, thus,
essential to integrate such biological data with clinical databases. Currently, there is a wealth of heterogeneous
and complex information produced by low-throughput (LT) methods (e.g. cytogenetics, functional studies, etc.).
The knock-on effect of technological advances, particularly pertaining to high-throughput (HT) next-generation
sequencing technologies (e.g. exome/whole-genome sequencing, RNA-sequencing and methylation sequencing,
expression arrays), adds huge data volume and poses serious issues with regards to information management.
A series of different types of data have been incorporated into the AEGLE platform. These are outlined in Use case
specific user needs, and AEGLE design decisions. The vast majority of data derive from patients with CLL; yet data
from individuals with Monoclonal B Cell Lymphocytosis (MBL), a normal condition that is considered as preleukemic stage, are also included, since they can be largely informative for the natural history of CLL. All types of
data available for this case, their amount and their utility are described in Table 10. AEGLE data for the CLL case at
Appendix B.
The design of the AEGLE subsystem that tackles the CLL case revolves around 4 user scenarios that have been
elaborated in D4.2. An outline of the scenarios is provided in Table 13 at Appendix B along with the justification of
their significance and their alignment with the business model that are developed within the context of WP3.
Intensive Care Units (ICU) can generate large amounts of data and a plethora of data types. This data can be
biosignals and alerts produced by the monitors and ventilators which are continuously recorded and displayed per
patient (although not routinely stored), laboratory results, medical staff notes/actions/interventions, preexisting
conditions, ICU predictive scores etc. Optimal utilization of these data is necessary for taking educated medical
actions at clinical level and generating novel knowledge at research level. In AEGLE, the ICU case targets the means
to leverage knowledge and tools in order to make the best use of the plentitude of data, for the management of
critically-ill patients. The AEGLE ICU data come from three main data sources; ventilator data, bedside monitor
data and data from the EHR. Both ventilator and monitor data are saved as individual files when the data
acquisition session ends and afterwards are ready to be uploaded at AEGLE. For the EHR DB the process is less
streamlined since the sub-dataset used in AEGLE can only be acquired from an EHR dump, this whole procedure
takes place every couple of months. The latest damp was acquired early December and refers to data EHR data till
1/12/2017. All types of data available for this case, their amount and their utility are described in Table 11 at
Appendix B.
Use of streaming data for improvement of Patient-Ventilator (PT-VT) interaction is a characteristic clinical problem,
as PT-VT asynchrony, either in the form of ineffective efforts (patient’s effort not assisted by the ventilator) or in
the form of high distending pressures promoting ventilator-induced lung injury, may affect patient outcome. In
current practice, management is based on physician/nurse observations, including visual inspection rather than
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computational analysis of monitor data. Algorithms developed within AEGLE, analyzing data from 4.5 million
breaths from PAGNI database, identified clinically important events of ineffective efforts, and thus provide a novel
tool to improve patient-ventilator interaction. The algorithms were validated using an external dataset of 8.7
million breaths (Blanch et.al Intensive Care Medicine, 2015), and the clinical significance of the identified events
was confirmed. Moreover, data from 6 million breaths, from patients ventilated on assisted mode, are analyzed,
and events of high distending pressures of the lungs are identified and potential causes are explored.
Analysis of medical records and vital signs to identify deteriorating trends and patterns associated with adverse
events is also a promising direction of data-driven research to the clinical problem of early identification of the
deteriorating patient. Specific focus is given to catheter-related blood stream infections (CR-BSI), the most serious
and preventable cause of ICU-acquired infections, in which an algorithm permitting early identification could have
a great impact on patient management. Finally, there is an urgent clinical need for improved monitoring and
optimization of nutritional needs for ICU patients, and data mining of nutrition and clinical outcomes, as well as
their association could provide the well needed information. To this end data on nutrition, including macro- and
micro-nutrients from over 2000 patients are analyzed and algorithms developed calculate needs and deficits, for
exploratory analysis of nutrition components with patient outcomes. An outline of the scenarios is provided in
Table 14 at Appendix B.
Type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2D) is a chronic condition that is increasing in incidence across the world. Type 2
diabetes unlike type 1 is strongly linked with lifestyle factors. It is a long-term condition with several complications
that affect both the quality of life and lifespan. It is a major cause of blindness and renal failure, for example. This
combination of factors mean that the management of type 2 diabetes is an important issue for healthcare systems,
with large costs related to the management of diabetes which are expected to increase significantly.
The condition can be managed by lifestyle modification or a number of drugs, singly or more usually in
combination. It is crucial to determine which treatment modality will be best for each patient. Databases that can
correctly cohort patient types will be able to perform the appropriate analyses to optimized treatment and reduce
complications such as retinopathy, strokes, amputations, and renal failure.
A common core minimal dataset was established for type 2 diabetes in Northern Ireland for such an assessment.
This database has been carefully curated by one clinician. The Diamond database is the prototype and will be used
as a comparator for a larger commercial database. Nottingham Trent University and Kingston University work with
the Diamond database; the Croydon Health Care NHS Trust, has an established database of over 12,000 patients
captured over 10 years of long term data and with Epsom and St Helier NHS Trust, who have their own commercial
database, established over 15 years, with a similar cohort of patients. The objective of the exercise will be to
1.
2.
3.

Compare the schemata of the databases to see how these can be merged to create a viable platform for a
super database.
From this platform, cohorted data will be added and analyzed using multivariate analyses to see whether
and how patient profiles can be predicted so that treatment modalities can be optimized.
Effects of changing cohorted datasets according to major risk factors will be analyzed to see if
multivariant analysis of these sub groups could lead to differing results.

All individual data analyses will be performed on the local server, although some cohorted, pseudonymized data
will be passed to the Cloud. The design of the AEGLE platform will aim to ensure that a merged, pseudonymized,
and cohorted dataset could be formed in the cloud, which could then be analyzed by the team, and the results
then downloaded locally.
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A dummy dataset of 1 million patient profiles was created by Croydon NHS Trust to test the data pathways, and
integrity of data flows to and from the cloud. These dummy data mirror the real data in terms of pathology data
and patient demographics. This dataset was analyzed using a self-generated package. Heat maps as well as
multivariant analysis of relationships were generated with this software. A tool was also developed to help
visualize the data file and the relationship between the various parameters. The veracity of this data still needs to
be confirmed. However, the combination of different datasets and the capacity for cleaning data are important
aspects of Big Data capabilities. All types of data available for this case, their amount and their utility described in
Table 12 at Appendix B. The scenarios connected to this case are described in detail in Table 15 at Appendix B.

2.2 Generic and Case-specific User Needs
As part of the design phase, the needs of the user of the AEGLE system were identified and they were classified
along two dimensions:




the AEGLE case or cases they apply to, i.e., generic needs or case-specific needs.
the data operation they concern, i.e., data management, data integration/visualization and data analysis.

Regarding the first dimension, there are obviously certain user needs that are generic enough to be relevant to all
three cases of AEGLE. However, there is also list of user needs that pertain to specific use cases and are related to:
a)

Use case specific data types, and respective processing needs, including needs for computational
resources.
b) Specialized visualization of use case specific data types and results.
c) Use case specific types of research questions and analysis priorities (e.g., exploratory analysis, integrative
presentation and correlation of results, predictive analysis, etc.)
The identified user needs and their classification along with the aforementioned dimensions are given in Table 8 at
Appendix A. The first column of this table groups the user needs according to their operation as Management (M),
integration/visualization (I) and analysis (A). These initials in the parenthesis are used for indexing the user needs
in the second column. Users’ needs alignment with scenarios can be found in Table 9 at Appendix A.

2.3 Challenges and AEGLE design decisions
The user needs identified by AEGLE and the related user scenarios pose a series of design challenges. These
challenges along with the relevant design decisions to overcome the challenges are summarized below. The
resulting abstract data management and analytics design is depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Data management and analytics overview. The user can query data stored in the FedEHR along with raw files linked
to the database and perform the selected analysis.

Challenge 1: Linking structured and semi-structured data. The design decision is the use of a hybrid solution that
includes an SQL cluster linked with HDFS based files. Both technologies are state of art for Big Data management.
Challenge 2: Annotating different types of semi-structured data. The different types of files not only may have
different structure (columns) but most importantly content. Semi-structured data span from time-series of vital
signals recorded via the monitor data to next generation sequencing data. An XML structure has been defined to
store such metadata, in this case information about the structure and type of content of each file type. A more
complete and extensible future solution accommodating a large number of such files types would be served by
semantic approaches, i.e. a taxonomy.
Challenge 3: Analyzing semi-structured data. In both CLL and ICU case, analysis of data is mostly demanding as
regards the semi-structured data (biological sequences and time-series respectively) that are linked with the EHR
data. Analysis performance issues with respect to data size and computational load were relevant in this case, and
decisions are reflected in the computational platform, as well as facilitation for flexible analysis combinations.
Challenge 4: Linking Input data – Analytics – Output data. In order to support meaningful analysis, all analytics are
accompanied by an XML-based description which states the acceptable input and output types. Detailed XML
descriptions are also available for each data type, describing the type of content included. Metadata accompany
each analysis result produced. The linking among data is preserved.
Challenge 5: Querying any combination of this data hierarchy for one or multiple patients. AEGLE is a data intensive
environment, where one would ultimately aim at dynamically creating ‘datasets’ or views for presentation or
further analysis, visualization adapted to types of data, and visual exploration of this data wealth towards getting
value out of data. AEGLE data management and visualization design contributes in this direction, allowing the
selection of structured data and linked semi-structured data, as well as allowing the organization and browsing of
data within an ‘analysis project.’ The use of vocabularies and standard terminologies in structured and semistructured data facilitates this procedure.
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3. General Architecture and infrastructure
3.1 General Architectural Scheme
The platform of AEGLE is characterized by high heterogeneity, since it supports many execution engines and
platforms (conventional and hardware accelerated clusters), and satisﬁes varying requirements, e.g. efﬁcient and
reliable data storage, high data availability, high performance analytics execution and hardware accelerated
execution. The Big Data Framework will comprise of:
i.
ii.

A big data storage platform hosting a large set of anonymized and veriﬁed clean healthcare data.
A repository of both software and hardware accelerated libraries implementing state-of-the-art big data
analytics methods.
iii. An advanced resource management framework in order to effectively provide its services as well as efﬁciently
executes and monitors its workloads.
iv. An interface enabling people of the non-ICT domain to perform complex analyses and visualize their results
and the available data with ease of use.
At the local level, the data are anonymized and uploaded to the cloud. Local anonymization (before the data
upload) is crucial in order to provide security as well as data integrity. At the cloud level, AEGLE’s framework is split
into its frontend and the backend part. On the frontend, an advanced visualization service and a friendly user
interface simplify the data visualization and the execution of complex analytics workflows. On the other hand, the
backend is the core of AEGLE’s big data framework, as it is responsible for the data storage and efficient execution
of conventional and accelerated analytics workflows.
Concerning the analytics of AEGLE, they are divided into two categories, conventional and accelerated analytics.
The conventional analytics are developed over cutting-edge frameworks and engines such as Hadoop and Spark,
whereas the hardware accelerated analytics are developed and executed using the Maxeler’s Dataflow
acceleration engines. However, in addition to the developed analytics, AEGLE’s platform will support a variety of
existing analytics, tools, and execution engines, that are widely used in the medical research domain, e.g., SeqMule
[Guo 2015], TopHat [Trapnell 2009].
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Figure 2. AEGLE’s Software stack components.

Targeting infrastructure independence, fast deployment and scaling, as well as security resources provisioning and
flexibility, every service and library of AEGLE’s Big Data Framework runs inside a different docker container and the
respective docker containers are deployed on the AEGLE’s hardware stack (clusters of physical/virtual machines
with or without accelerators). In order to organize, manage, and coordinate AEGLE’s services and resources,
Kubernetes [Burns 2016] is adopted as the main orchestrator of AEGLE’s software stack. Figure 2 depicts the main
software components defining the Big Data Framework of AEGLE. The major components are briefly described in
Table 19 located at Appendix C.
To efficiently manage the derived high heterogeneity of the aforementioned tools, AEGLE cloud infrastructure
instantiates three different types of clusters, i.e. storage cluster, high performance execution cluster, and
acceleration cluster.
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Figure 3. Overview of AEGLE’s infrastructure.

In order to effectively integrate these clusters and schedule-monitor the different workloads, all the AEGLE
services and libraries are dockerized providing efﬁcient resource management and orchestration through
Kubernetes.
Figure 3 shows the overview of the AEGLE’s infrastructure. As shown, AEGLE utilizes three different types of
clusters like mentioned above. Execution machines and data storage are decoupled inside AEGLE’s framework.
Storage optimized machines/storage racks are used as data servers whereas computation-optimized/hardwareaccelerated machines as execution servers. This separation enables higher and personalized services scalability,
more efﬁcient resource management, and data sharing across the accelerated and conventional execution
clusters. Depending on the workload and the storage needs, the respective resources can be resized accordingly.
Especially for the execution clusters, the utilized resources can be kept to minimum when in idle condition, leading
to more power and cost efﬁcient solutions.

3.2 Computational Resources and Infrastructures
In general, AEGLE’s high performance execution cluster consists of either physical or virtual machines. The
software stack of AEGLE’s Big Data Framework can be deployed on both i) an execution optimized cluster obtained
by a cloud provider or ii) the available local infrastructure. Regarding the deployment of the AEGLE Big Data
framework in a local infrastructure, a virtual cluster is created by automatically deploying virtual machines running
CoreOS on the available physical servers.
AEGLE's acceleration cluster consists of conventional servers connected through Infiniband with Maxeler MPC-X
servers. Maxeler1 provides complete platforms for high-performance computing based on dataflow technology.
This approach enables applications to offload the compute-intensive parts to dedicated Dataflow Engines (DFEs)
and typically delivers significant improvements in performance/Watt and performance/space. The parts of AEGLE
analytics requiring acceleration are implemented as hardware accelerators based on the Maxeler-proposed
dataflow computing model and executed on the MPC-X servers2. ThunderClust, a local acceleration cluster, is built
and hosted in ICCS facilities. It contains two Intel Xeon E5-2658A servers and one Maxeler MPC-X machine. The
Xeon servers feature two processors of 12 cores and 24 hardware threads each and the MPC-X machine contains 8
Data Flow Engines (DFEs). This provides a total of 8 DFEs for application acceleration and a total memory of 384GB
DFE LMEM for in-memory processing. The first Xeon server runs CentOS6.9 and is dedicated to the development
and synthesis of accelerators using Maxeler Compiler. The standard software development tools, e.g., C, C++ etc,
are available as well as all of the Maxeler specific tools and licences. The second Xeon server, that runs ubuntu
16.04, is the one connected to the MPC-X node via two 56Gb/s Infiniband cards. The system is accessible via
remote login. Application data should be uploaded via standard file transfer protocols (SCP, FPT, etc) to local
storage before processing.

1

http://www.maxeler.com

2

https://phoenix.apache.org
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Figure 4. Analytic execution in AEGLE’s Big Data Framework

Finally, regarding the storage cluster, AEGLE’s Big Data framework supports multiple storage solutions, enabling its
deployment in both private local and cloud infrastructures. Using Kubernetes, AEGLE’s framework exposes storage
drivers for the most popular online cloud providers, i.e., Google Cloud Storage, Microsoft Azure and Amazon Web
Services. In the case of local private infrastructures, the storage cluster is implemented using the GlusterFS
network ﬁle-system and the respective Kubernetes storage driver. GlusterFS is an open source software that
provides distributed storage solutions intended for use in user space. It provides great ﬂexibility, data elasticity,
volumes grouping, data replication and re-balancing and can be deployed on commodity hardware synthesizing a
fast ﬁle system.
Figure 4 depicts the procedure followed in order to execute an analytic in the AEGLE’s Big Data Framework. Every
time a user selects in AEGLE’s user interface to execute an analytic tool/workﬂow, the user interface submits the
respective conﬁguration ﬁle to Kubernetes. In this conﬁguration ﬁle all the relative parameters are speciﬁed, i.e.
the container implementing the analytic, the number of the containers, and the amount of required resources for
its execution. The latter have been obtained through ofﬂine proﬁling of the analytics of the AEGLE’s libraries. For
example, a conventional analytic could require a Spark cluster with 20 workers and 16GB RAM per container. Then,
Kubernetes ﬁnds the execution cluster nodes that can serve the requested resources and deploys the containers
on these nodes. Finally, if the user wants to execute an analytic that contains an accelerated part, Kubernetes ﬁnds
the nodes of the Maxeler cluster that can allocate the requested “software” resources (CPU threads and RAM
memory) and deploys the containers on these nodes. Following, since the containers are deployed, the accelerated
analytic requests DFEs from the Maxeler Orchestrator and the latter responds with the location of DFEs requested
(DFEs identiﬁer). After obtaining the requested DFEs, the container running the analytic communicates directly
with the respective DFEs via Inﬁniband network, transfers the data inputs to the DFEs and receives the outputs.
Finally, considering that all the conventional servers of the Maxeler cluster are connected to all the MPC-X
machines via Inﬁniband switch and that their requests for DFEs are granted by the Maxeler Orchestrator,
Kubernetes needs to be aware only of the available “software” of the conventional nodes, in order to schedule
efﬁciently the accelerated analytics containers.

3.3 Architecture Evolution
AEGLE’s Big Data Framework always keeps getting updated with state-of-the-art tools in order to be adapted and
be able to fulfil any potential requirements and needs of its future users. Additionally, with respect to the software
resource spool, AEGLE’s hardware resources also keep getting upgraded so that users can experience the highest
possible quality of service. For that reason, AEGLE’s architecture, both from software and hardware perspective,
has gone through several stages of different designs and schemes, aiming always to provide a platform which is
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developed once but can be deployed anywhere. Figure 5 depicts all the different stages that AEGLE’s development
steps have gone through.

3.3.1 Software Stack Evolution
AEGLE’s vision has always been the provision of a Big Data framework which employs state-of-the-art tools, aiming
to optimize the quality of service provided to its users. AEGLE’s framework in its core, always utilized the latest
technologies, such as Hadoop and Spark (more shown in Figure 5), in order to keep up with the requirements of
modern analytics. What has changed though, concerning the software stack is how the resource management of
AEGLE’s services is performed.
On its alpha version, AEGLE’s framework relied on the Ansible open source engine for automating its software
provisioning, configuration management and application deployment. The respective commands for deploying
AEGLE’s services were ran natively on the virtual machines through the Ansible engine. All services were executed
over the Hadoop framework, which allowed distributed processing of large data sets across clusters of computers.
As a first step on optimizing the quality of service provided, AEGLE adopted the Docker technology which provides
an additional layer of abstraction and automation of operating-system-level virtualization by using the resource
isolation features of the Linux kernel to allow independent containers to run on a Linux instance. So, instead of
running Hadoop natively on the virtual machines, a dockerized version of Hadoop was implemented, thus offering
rapid application deployment, portability across machines, lightweight footprint and minimal overhead as well as
simplified maintenance.
Although the combination of Ansible with Docker might look ideal at first sight, it lacked on providing efficient
resource management as well as resiliency in case of fault occurrences. In addition, supposing there is a need to
resize the hardware resources, human interaction was necessary to organize the modified cluster. Last but not
least, in the above software architecture, all services were implemented on top of the Hadoop framework, thus
relying on the YARN resource manager for assigning workloads to the respective hardware resources. Hence, there
was a need for a new way of managing services that did not run over the Hadoop or Spark engines.
To confront these challenges, AEGLE embraced Kubernetes as its core orchestrator. Kubernetes is an open-source
system for automating deployment, scaling, and management of containerized applications. This shift had a core
impact not only on the quality of service provided by AEGLE to its users, but mostly on the abstraction layer
provided to the developers of the framework. Given a pool of virtual machines, Kubernetes automatically can
deploy applications when requested, without any kind of supervision by the user. Except for that, Kubernetes also
provides scaling of applications on the fly, easy resource management of resources, as well as limiting hardware
usage to required resources only. This final architecture of AEGLE was tested on the above clusters and is currently
under development on Microsoft’s Azure Cloud so as to provide a real “develop once, deploy everywhere, pay as
you go” Big Data Analytics framework.

3.3.2 Hardware Stack Evolution
With respect to the software stack evolution, AEGLE has also been upgrading its hardware components in order to
provide the maximum of its services.
Initially, AEGLE used two conventional physical servers for the execution of its services. Each server was equipped
with an Intel Xeon E5-2658A v3 processor and 128GB RAM. On top of these servers, 16 Virtual Machines were
instantiated with 4 cores, 8GB RAM and 40GB HDD each. In this architecture, all virtual machines were identical, in
means that there was no
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As a second step, AEGLE’s framework was additionally deployed on the cloud service of Okeanos, which offers the
ability to build your virtual machines on top of its cloud resources. On Okeanos AEGLE retained a cluster of 20
virtual machines, with 4 cores, 8GB RAM and 60GB HDD each. This cluster was the major testing platform of AEGLE
throughout its course. The current architecture of AEGLE as shown in Figure 3 was first developed and tested on
this cluster, by assigning different machines for execution and storage purposes.
Although the current scheme was developed on Okeanos, it failed to highlight the true benefits of the adopted
architecture for two main reasons. Firstly, since all virtual machines on the cluster were identical it was impossible
to distinguish computation optimized and storage optimized machines. In addition, the limitation of resources
provided by Okeanos (not only regarding the quantity of the virtual machines but also of the specifications of each
one of them) goes against the scalable, flexible character of AEGLE.
As a result, in the peak of the hardware evolution, AEGLE is deployed on Microsoft’s Azure Cloud. For the
computation cluster, 20 virtual machines with 4 cores, 32GB RAM and 678GB of SSD drive were purchased. For the
storage cluster, Azure’s File Disk was acquired. The great advantage of Azure’s Cloud is that if a potential user
wants to use more resources for his analytics, all the clusters can be easily scaled, thus corroborating the “develop
once, deploy everywhere, pay as you go” nature of AEGLE’s framework.
It is undeniable that AEGLE has been evolving since the very beginning respecting both its software as well as its
hardware services and components. By close inspection of the framework, it is highlighted that AEGLE has
emerged from a basic analytic platform to a data warehousing and accelerated analytics infrastructure.

3.4 Acknowledgements
AEGLE consortium would like to officially thank and acknowledge GRNET3 and especially ~Okeanos team for
providing freely the requested cloud resources and the corresponding support for deploying the first versions of
AEGLE’s cloud infrastructure.

3

https://grnet.gr
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Figure 5. Evolution of AEGLE’s software and hardware components
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4. AEGLE Data Management
4.1 The anonymization procedure
From a pure technical point of view, the procedure of anonymization can be divide in 3 steps:
-

Define the data structure
Implement the YAML configuration file
Run the anonymizer to get the anonymized output file

In the following sections, we will describe FedEHR and how to use it.

4.2 What is FedEHR Anonymizer
The FedEHR Anonymizer is a module of the FEDEHR 4 suite which offers a wide range of data cleaning, privacy
filtering and information encryption routines to ano/pseudo-nymize medical sensitive information, and
conforming to national laws and international regulations.
The FedEHR Anonymizer is generic by design and therefore configurable to respond to the latest and evolving data
privacy regulations. The proposed version of the solution will be widely customizable through the privacy profiles,
which data curators can define based on ethical concerns and applicable regulations. The FedEHR Anonymizer can
process different file types like Digital imaging and communications in medicine files (or DICOM), CSV files
(Comma-Separated Values), etc. The architecture allows the Anonymizer to provide a wide flexibility regarding the
protocols for the input/output/quarantine management (local file, FTP/SFTP, PACS, etc.).
Developed in collaboration with renowned medical centers in Europe, FedEHR from GNUBILA, is a patient-centric
Electronic Health Records (EHR) big data solution, supporting the long-term goal presented in the previous section.
FedEHR, stands for Federated EHR. It leverages on the cloud elasticity to provide a scalable vendor-neutral
anonymization database able to cope with massive multi-modal and heterogeneous medical information, data and
knowledge integration. FedEHR takes its roots in leading edge technologies developed and tested in
computationally and data intensive environments at the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN)
[Manset 2014].

4.2.1 Meta-data Model
ICU
In the original data base of PAGNI-ICU a unique id “episode_id” is used to identify every episode in the ICU. The
similar “patient_id” is not used since a patient can have many episodes in the ICU. For the anonymisation the
following steps are taking place:




4

a different id is generated randomly (aegle_episode_id) from the original episode_id. The mapping
between these two ids is kept for validation and verification purpose.
all personal data (surname, name, address, insurance number etc.) are not extracted.
the dates are normalized so the first day in ICU is day 0, the next day 1 etc. The time is kept the original.

https://www.fedehr.com/
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CLL
-

Anonymization needs pertain only for the structured EHR (clinicobiological) data and not for the high
throughput sequence data.
Pseudo anonymization of data to exclude any identifiers will be conducted at local level

T2D
-

pseudo anonymization of data to exclude any identifiers will be conducted at local level

cohorting of groups will ultimately be conducted to ensure anonymization

4.3 Data model and formats - FedEHR Generic Medical Model
As you can see in the following figure, the data model can be divided in mainly three parts:
-

The data itself, in blue.
The metadata which describes the data in green.
The concept part in gray, which allows to semantically annotate the metadata.
Some grouping mechanism called study in purple.

Figure 6. Simplified model of the FedEHR Big Data Service.

Some details will be provided in the next paragraphs.
1.

General Information

The general information about patients is the following basic entities attached to a Patient object:
-

-

FirstName, LastName, MaidenName, DateOfBirth, Address (these attributes appear in the clinical protocols but these
are the subject for ethical and legal constraints if they can be exposed. Anyway, NULL values are allowed for these
columns)
PatientRef stores the external patient identifier/reference (for example, that can be the patient identifier in the
hospital HIS, RIS, PACS etc.).
ReferenceID unique identifier for the patient into the system.
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Table 1. General Patient Information
General Patient Information

Description

FirstName,LastName,
MaidenName,
DateOfBirth,

These attributes appear in the clinical protocols but these are the subject for ethical
and legal constraints if they can be exposed. Anyway, NULL values are allowed for
these columns)

Sex

Currently a hard-coded enumeration: 'M','F', 'NA'

City, Country

These attributes are self-explanatory

PatientRef

Stores the external patient identifier/reference (for example, that can be the patient identifier
in the hospital HIS, RIS, PACS etc.).

ReferenceID

Unique identifier for the patient into the system.

2.

Patient Data Hierarchy

Conceptually all medical data of the patient can be seen as general patient information with a collection of atomic
pieces of data (so-called clinical variables) coming from different clinical tests and procedures.
Different examinations, diagnosis and treatments are represented as medical events - something happened to the
patient and recorded at the specific point in/period of time in the context of some medical interaction. Medical
events are always associated with time which can be represented not only as instants (e.g. date of the particular
examination) or intervals (e.g. drug prescription) but also relatively to some other event which might be very
useful for storing uncertain or incomplete data with respect to the time (e.g. occurrence of some diseases in the
past for patient’s medical history).
The general information about the medical events occurred to the patient is stored in MedicalEvent object. The
type of the medical event (e.g. physical examination, laboratory test, MRI, drug treatment, etc.) is defined in
MedicalEventType object.
The medical event may be recorded in another medical information system (e.g. HIS, RIS, PACS etc.). The reference
(the unique identifier in the external data source) of such event can be stored in FedEHR within the medical event
(ExtRefID attribute). This reference can be used differently: for example, if it is known to the clinician it can assist
in searching the event’s data or restricting the dataset for querying; alternatively, it can (potentially) be used for
data verification to prevent errors that may occur when data is loaded from the external sources. For DICOM
images, the value of the StudyInstanceUID tag will be stored allowing, for example, sharing of images belonging to
the same study.
Finally, the ClinicalVariable object stores the actual data acquired during different clinical tests and procedures.
The following section provides more details about the clinical variables, their types and categories.
3.

Clinical Variables

Clinical variables are grouped within each medical event and represent the actual clinical data.
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Traditionally relational models operate under the closed world assumption (CWA) where there is the presumption
that what is not currently known to be true is false. In the context of the clinical variables the presumption would
be that if there is no record for a clinical variable in the ClinicalVariable table then the variable has not been
acquired. Rather than relying on presence or absence of the record for the particular variable and to enrich the
model with more semantics the ValueNotAvailable attribute (currently defined as an enumeration ('Y', 'N') with 'N'
as a default value) is introduced to capture the fact that the variable has not been taken or the value is not
applicable (this also appears in the clinical protocols where the separate field exists to store the fact that the value
is not available or the measurement has not been performed). The available categories/specializations of clinical
variables are in Table 17 at Appendix B.
4.

Related variables

Variables that need to be grouped together can be linked through the RelatedClinicalVariables attribute. This is
only intended to express special relationships not already declared at the meta-data layer. For example, if clinician
wants to add an annotation/comment about the particular measurement and that relationship has not been
suggested by the original schema it still can be captured at the instance level by linking these variables directly
through RelatedClinicalVariables.

4.3.1 Meta-data Model
In the previous sections the patient data model has been introduced. It facilitates the storage and manipulation of
the instances and provides the extensions to incorporate the emerging data collected by the clinicians. The next
chapters present the meta-data model which describes the kinds of information (e.g. types of medical events and
clinical variables) that can be stored in FedEHR. This design allows for the evolution of the domain-specific data
model without the need for re-engineering the way the data is actually stored. The meta-data model can assist in
the data model discovery as well as query (re)formulation and resolution. The meta-data model must be preloaded
by with some descriptions prior to making the database available for the production system. Otherwise it will not
be possible to insert any clinical data as the meta-data model constrains what kind of data can be stored in the
database. New meta-data can be added later when the system is in the production.
MedicalEventType and ClinicalVariableType are the main organizing entities of the meta-data model. They define
what kinds of data can be stored in the model, the named generic relationships between these kinds and also the
grouping of these kinds according to the way the data are collected and managed at the hospitals.
Prior to storing any clinical variable in the database its description as clinical variable type has to be provided.
Clinical variable types (CVT) define exactly what kind of information can be stored and provide the description of
the clinical variables which represent atomic pieces of medical data. Every variable belongs to the particular
category (ClinicalVariable class is abstract and only its subclasses defined through the categories are instantiable)
and the category of the variable is assigned through its corresponding CVT. Every CVT has a human-readable name
(e.g. 'Weight', 'RV ejection fraction', 'Hemoglobin measurement' etc.). The defined clinical variables categories and
their description are presented in Table 18 at Appendix B.
More descriptions may be needed depending on the CVT category. For the CVTs representing measurements the
units have to be defined. There can be more than one unit from the same dimension of physical quantities (e.g.
Length, Mass, Temperature etc.) for every measurement of the particular physical quantity as well as every unit
can be used for more than one measurement. For instance, the height (Length dimension) can be measured in
meters, centimeters, feet, inches etc. Notice that for each measurement type the default unit (UseByDefault) can
be defined.
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Several clinical parameters are recorded according to a pre-agreed classification scheme, for example a tumor can
be malignant-benign, a particular condition can be mild-medium-severe, etc. Such classifications can be defined
using the Classification objects which stored the name and the free-text description of it while the
ClassificationItem objects are used to store the possible values for the particular Classification.
MedicalEventType object describes the types of medical events for which the data are stored in the database. The
description of the medical event type (MET) consists of defining which clinical parameters (CVTs) are acquired for
the MET according the way the data are collected in the hospitals. The composition of the CVTs within the METs of
the same nature can differ in different hospitals (e.g., the protocols for Cardio-Pulmonary Exercise Testing at
hospital1). Also, we allow reusing the CVTs definition across the different MET. For instance, the weight can be
measured at the Physical Examination as well as at the CPET. While the definition of the "Weight" CVT can be
reused by both METs, the instances of the weight (the actual measurements) will be distinct and not related to
each other (but of the same CVT). There is no implicit assumption on how these instances can be used. If the
patient’s weight is returned as a result of a query, then both instances should be included in the result set unless it
is specified exactly that the particular weight measurement is needed.
The ContainedCVT object describes the structure of the MET with respect to the CVTs included in the MET, their
multiplicity and cardinality. Multiplicity (MinOccurs and MaxOccurs attributes) defines how many times the same
CVT can appear in the MET. The Label attribute specifies the name of the CVT in the MET (CVT name by default)
and it is used to distinguish between different occurrences of the same CVT if there are more than one. For
instance, if the weight of the patient is measured at the beginning and at the end of an examination this can be
defined by relating "Weight" CVT to the MET twice with different labels - "WeightBeforeExam" and
"WeightAfterExam". Cardinality defines how many instances (clinical variables) of the particular CVT can be
present in the medical event. It can be specified using MinOccurs and MaxOccurs attributes where MinOccurs sets
the lower (usually 0 or 1) and MaxOccurs upper (NULL means "MANY") thresholds for the cardinality. For instance,
there can be many images (CVT: "DICOM Image") within the "DICOM Image Study" MET; thus, it can be defined
with MinOccurs=1 and MaxOccurs=NULL.
As for the clinical variables at the instances level, any CVT can be linked to other CVTs to depict the fact that all
instances (clinical variables) of that CVT are linked to all instance of the related CVTs within the same medical
event. Notice that there is both a RelatedClinicalVariable attribute and also a RelatedClinicalVariableType
attribute. Entries from the type table are not supposed to be instantiated in the other, as the definition is enough
to connect instances of the related types. The instance table is there to bring in clinical variables for special cases
that are are not defined by the original type. It is expected that several orphan utility types will exist for this
purpose, for instance a generic 'Comment' field to attach to unusual measurements, or other special annotations.

4.3.2 Medical Concepts: Semantic Tagging
One of the aims of this model is to represent the clinical data in such a way as it can be populated and parsed by
semantic tools. The key to providing this functionality is the ability to store concepts, then specify typed
relationships between these concepts, and between these concepts and the meta-data of the model. 'Concept
relates to concept' can then correspond directly to the 'Subject, predicate, object' declarations of RDF, and such
correspondences can be recorded in the URI column of the MedicalConcept table. Relating these concepts to
ClinicalVariableTypes derived from the clinical protocols opens up possibilities for browsing and querying software
to group together relevant patient data from different patients and medical events.
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4.4 Cloud data handling methodology
Data in the AEGLE system consists of three main categories i) data stored at the FedEHR database ii) files
containing patient data, linked to the FedEHR and iii) files produced by the analytics containing either processed
data about a single subject or aggregated data from a set of subjects. The process of data storage and handling for
the FedEHR is described in detail at chapter 4.2.
For the other two types of data, a semantic annotation of the datasets using XML files has been adopted. For the
purposes of creating a live chain between the available data, the analytics and the data being produced, an XML
tag named “tag” has been utilized. This tag semantic annotation is attached to all input and output files produced
by the analytic tools. These annotations can be used a) to make the platform aware of the contents of the files,
along with the Dataset Schema and b) to infer relations between tools (e.g. the order of execution in a workflow)
and eventually contribute, along with the Workflow Descriptor, to the dynamic construction of user-specified
workflows.
As mentioned before, the first purpose of the tag identifier is to make the AEGLE application aware of the contents
of the files that are used by the analytics tools. This purpose is supported by the dataset schema, i.e., an XML file
that provides the schema of the dataset of a specific tag. Such files contain a short description, the tag which is
used identify the type of dataset, the number of columns the file contains, and on a lower level description of each
column; name, type of data (integer, string, etc.) and a short description of each column. Examples of dataset
schema files are provided in Appendix B.
In addition to the xml describing a certain type of output files, an xml file that semantically annotates the specific
files produced after the execution of the analytics tools. These files provide the necessary information to make the
system aware about the creation of the final file product and to be able to reproduce it if requested. The
information provided consists of:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

name of the file and tag that links it to a type of dataset,
the sequence of tools used, each with the specific input, parameters and outputs and the actual execution
command
the type of the file the user who performed the analysis,
the patient’s IDs used as part of the analysis (when applicable)
the time of requesting the execution and time of delivering the final output file.

Specifically, for handling EHR data in the ICU case, which has highly heterogeneous data, a JSON structure has been
introduced (named patient profile) as a way to facilitate the intermediate steps of the workflows. This patient
profile is initially populated with all the necessary information needed for an analysis (demographics, signals,
examinations, medical events, etc.) and as the tools of a workflow are applied to it, it is enrichened with the
intermediate data that are used by an upcoming to calculate the desired finalized data and as well the desired data
themselves. It can either be used as a standalone file of the patient or extract a set of specific calculated data for
visualizations purposes or for saving them to the FedEHR database.

4.5 FedEHR Integration to UI
The user can interact with the FedEHR database via the AEGLE UI. The design process of the user actions during
the communication with FedEHR is illustrated in the above figure. Depending on the use case chosen, the user
clicks to fetch data from FedEHR database. The first step in this process is authentication. The user is authenticated
via the token that was generated for the user during the login to AEGLE infrastructure. Upon authentication, the
user is exposed to the WSDL link of that particular use case data. Using PHP SoapClient libraries, the medical event
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class is extracted to display the medical events available for the use case on the UI. The user selects a particular
medical event type to fetch the next layer of data. The FedEHR responds with the clinical variables list related to
the chosen medical event type. The user then selects the desired variables and also filters the data if required. The
user selections are then sent to FedEHR as SQL queries to fetch the data from the database. The returned data is
stored as a CSV file on the AEGLE HDFS at a desired location by the user.

4.6 Data Upload Protocol
To solve the limitation which corresponds to the fact that each new data should be upload by Gnubila, a new
system has been developed. The difficulty meet for this new solution is not technical but legal. As explain many
times in different deliveries, the data protection in Europe is highly framed by the law, and all data providers,
depending their own country, have a flexibility more or less wide to use them. Furthermore, with the arrival of the
GDPR in May 2018, the pressure will be higher. By consequence, this crucial point was taken into account to design
the following architecture.
As the software FedEHR is an ETL (extract, transform, load) tool, it’s possible to configure new Camel roads on it to
allows it to manage all necessary steps for the upload data process. That means anonymize data, format
anonymized input files then upload data. As this new process directly access to the original data, it can’t be done
outside the data provider’s environment to ensure the respect of the law by maximizing the security.
Currently, the process was to anonymized data by the data provider then to send these anonymized data to
Gnubila, to be formatted then uploaded in the database. Now, the new process will deport actions done by
Gnubila to the data provider’s environment and thus, the final user.
As said previously, FedEHR anonymizer, already deployed and used by certain data providers, is able to do it.

Figure 7 - schema of data upload
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In the Figure 1, we can see 2 major things. Firstly, the global design is almost unchanged. Secondly, the GUI is
deported and duplicated in each data provider environment. That means the entry point to Kubernetes is no
longer the GUI but the data balancer which is in front of the FedEHR capsule.
So, the process for the user will be:

Figure 8 - sequence diagram for upload data

The connection between FedEHR anonymizer and FedEHR capsule will also be secured by the server keycloak as
done for the GUI by providing a token between them.
This process will be exactly the same for each Aegle platform, PaaS or CDSS and let to Gnubila only 2 necessary
tasks:
-

The maintenance of the product
The new configuration in case of a new data provider (1 data provider - many studies / 1 study - 1 data
provider).
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5. AEGLE Analytics and Workflows
5.1 Analytics Conceptual Architecture & Terminology
A reference terminology concerning the conceptual organization of the analytics has to be established in the effort
to design the AEGLE analytics subsystem. This reference terminology describes the conceptual components of the
AEGLE analytics engine from the small-scale to the large-scale and it is provided by Table 2.
Table 2. Analytics conceptual organization terminology

Component

Description

Tool

The analytics “unit” or “building block”. A software component receiving a number of
input datasets and possibly parameters to implement a small and re-usable analysis
task.

Workflow

A meaningful analysis process delivered through the ordered execution of a series of
tools on a number of input datasets - and possibly given certain parameters.
Workflows can be either predefined (i.e., fully specified beforehand) or custom (i.e.,
dynamically specified by the user).

Analysis

A self-contained analysis pertaining to a specific type of data or scenario. An analysis
includes one or more workflows.

From a top-down standpoint, a number of analyses tackling specific types of data or user scenarios are foreseen.
The means to conduct these analyses are a number of tools. These tools can be combined to provide powerful and
sophisticated functionalities that are expressed as workflows.

5.2 Tool, Workflow and Analysis Specification
AEGLE employs semantic annotation to formally describe the conceptual components of the analytics subsystem
(tools, workflows and analyses). This semantic annotation is implemented by the usage of XML files of appropriate
schemas.
Tools. Each tool that is being developed for the AEGLE analytics subsystem is associated by a tool descriptor, i.e.,
an XML file that specifies the tool in terms of (i) execution command, (ii) input dataset, (iii) input parameters, (iv)
output datasets, and (v) version and short description. For each input and output dataset the tool descriptor
specifies the data schema of the dataset (see Appendix B) and also semantically labels the dataset. The tool
descriptor provides all the necessary information for the AEGLE application to execute a single tool with a set of
input parameters.
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Workflows. As it has already been mentioned the workflows are either predefined or custom. The former are
specified in the workflow descriptor, an XML file that compiles all the predefined workflows of each case. The
workflows are grouped according to the analysis they belong to and for each workflow the workflow descriptor
specifies the exact set of tools that comprise the workflow and the exact order in which they need to be executed.
Some tool can be tagged as optional to indicate that they can be omitted from the execution of the workflow.
Concerning the custom workflows, the aforementioned semantic labeling of the input/output datasets of each
tool provides all the necessary information for the AEGLE system to support the dynamic construction of custom
workflows by the user application usage time. More specifically, if an input dataset from tool A and an output
dataset from tool B have the same semantic label, this means that tool B can follow tool A when designing a
custom workflow.
Analysis. Each analysis is characterized by the workflow and eventually the tools it consists of; this information is
contained by the workflow descriptor (i.e., the aforementioned grouping of workflows according to the analysis
they belong to).
The parameterization of the tools alongside with the fact that the new workflows can be defined by stacking up
analytics, provide a degree of flexibility to the system. It allows the analyses to be executed on predefined
parameters/threshold that have been proven significant based on literature, but also provides the possibility to
researchers to explore the data even further, identify new correlations and produce new knowledge.
The aforementioned semantic annotation files have been described in detail in D4.2 (See Section 4.6.3.6).
Examples of tool and workflow descriptors are provided in Appendix D of the present deliverable.

5.3 Supported analyses
The design of the AEGLE analytics subsystem makes use, whenever possible, of open source, state-of-the-art
analytics and mature tools that are suited to the defined user scenarios. As a result of this decision, the supported
analyses of AEGLE fall into two categories:

 De-Novo Analyses: This category evidently includes analytics that have been developed from scratch for
the AEGLE system. The analytics of this category have been developed in Python and R.

 Adapted Analyses: This category includes preexisting open source software that has been adapted in
order to be integrated into the AEGEL system.
Both categories of analyses are outlined for each AEGLE case below.

5.3.1 CLL analytics / analyses
De Novo Analyses
A couple of analyses have been designed from scratch to tackle with the high-throughput and low-throughput
immunogenetic datasets of AEGLE that have been annotated by IMGT. The do novo analyses have already been
described in detail in previous deliverables (see D4.2 & D5.2). These analyses along with the complete list of tools
and workflows comprising them and the data utilization for each one are provided in Table 23 & Table 24
respectively of the present deliverable at Appendix D.
Immunogenetic Repertoire Analysis: This Analysis consists of 5 workflows and 22 tools. For this analysis two or
more IMGT Report Files of TCR/BCR sample in txt/csv format can be used. TCR/BCR samples are one of the five
data types supported in AEGLE platform, corresponding to 1,5% of AEGLE data, and for this analysis all 133 of the
available datasets can be used, corresponding to 100% of the immunogenetic data. All tools are already technically
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verified, evaluated and integrated on AEGLE platform as part of the AEGLE prototype. Functional correctness was
examined by inspection and the value of the analysis was explored in different scenarios, for example in
publications [1,4,7] referred in Appendix G.
Immunogenetic Mutation Analysis: This Analysis consists of 5 workflows and 8 tools, some of them can be
parameterized leading to many different results. For this analysis 4 IMGT Report files (Summary, V-Region
Mutations and AA Change, Gapped Nt Seqs, Gapped AA Seqs) of BCR sample in txt/csv format can be used and
Germlines Nt from GeneDB in FASTA format, Germlines AA from GeneDB in FASTA format and IDs to
Category/Subsets in txt format. BCR samples are one of the five data types supported in AEGLE platform,
corresponding to 0,5% of AEGLE data. For these tools, all 50 of the available datasets can be used, corresponding
to 37,6% of the immunogenetic data. All tools are already technically verified, evaluated and integrated on AEGLE
platform as part of the AEGLE prototype. Functional correctness was examined by inspection and the value of the
analysis was explored in different scenarios, for example in publications [2,5] referred in Appendix G.

CLL Adapted analyses
Two established bioinformatics pipelines have been selected for incorporation in AEGLE.
SeqMule [Guo 2015] is a command line application developed in Perl which integrates 10 established pre-existing
tools to support a complete workflow of Whole Genome/Exome Sequencing analysis (see Section 4.4.1.2.4 of
Deliverable D5.2). SeqMule supports several state-of-the-art sequence aligners (BWA-MEM, BWA-BACKTRACK,
Bowtie, Bowtie2, SOAP2, SNAP) and variant callers (GATK, SAMtools, VarScan, SOAPsnp, Freebays) and it capable
to deliver the analytics functionality for the WES datasets of AEGLE.
Among the numerous predefined configurations/workflows offered by SeqMule, a short-list of 7 has been selected
to be supported by AEGLE. These workflows are shown in Table 25 at Appendix D, along with the data utilization
for each one. The normal* workflows apply to samples from whole exome sequencing (WES) data from a cancer
tissue vs reference in fasta/fastq format. WES are one of the five data types supported in AEGLE, corresponding to
88% of AEGLE data. For these workflows only 79 of 102 datasets can be used (pre & post treatment samples of the
patient), which correspond to 77,5 % of WES data. Somatic* workflows compare WES samples from two types of
tissue, normal and cancerous. For these workflows only 69 of 102 datasets can be used (normal, pre & post
treatment samples of the patient), which correspond to 67,5 % of WES data. Apart from the selection of the
relevant workflows, the adaption of SeqMule for inclusion in the AEGLE system entails several additional actions
such as optimization of the execution parameters, prescription of a proper containment environment, and the
decomposition of the pipeline into steps to define the composing tools, which are carried out in the context of
WP5. All 7 workflows were technically verified, evaluated and executed on AEGLE platform as part of the AEGLE
prototype. As they are the product of a pre-existing, adapted software (SeqMule), they have already undergone a
thorough verification and validation process. The value of this analysis is referred publications [3,9] in Appendix G.
Tuxedo [Trapnell 2012] is an RNAseq analysis protocol consisting of 6 state-of-the-art bioinformatics software
applications (Bowtie, TopHat, Cufflinks, Cuffcompare, Cuffmerge and Cuffdiff). Tuxedo performs a complete
differential gene and transcript expression analysis of RNAseq data and, for this reason, it has been selected to
undertake the analysis of the corresponding datasets of AEGLE.
The Tuxedo case is a bit simpler in the sense that there are not numerous variations to choose from. Still, 3
alternative workflows have been selected to be supported in AEGLE, which are outlined in Table 26 at Appendix D,
along with the data utilization for each one. Similar adaptation actions as for SeqMule have been taken for the
adoption of the Tuxedo protocol as well. These workflows apply to pair-ended RNA Sequencing samples from
cancer tissue in fasta/fastq format. RNA-seq are one of the five data types supported in AEGLE corresponding to
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10,5% of AEGLE data. For these workflows, all 20 of the available datasets can be used corresponding to 100% of
RNA-seq data. All 3 workflows were technically verified, evaluated and executed on AEGLE platform as part of the
AEGLE prototype. As they are the product of a pre-existing, adapted software (Tuxedo), they have already
undergone a thorough verification and validation process.

Analyses Outcome Integration for Presentation and Predictive Analytics
The aforementioned analyses comprise the main descriptive analytic capabilities of the AEGLE system for the CLL
case. The outcomes of the analyses are going to be presented to the user in a holistic manner to effectively and
meaningfully summarize the heterogeneous sources of CLL-related information in a single integrated profile of the
investigated patient. By combining several views in the font-end of the AEGLE system, one view per analysis
highlighting the outcomes of the performed analysis, the user of the AEGLE system is going to get a highly
informative picture of the patient under investigation. This integrated presentation of the analyses outcomes in
essence denotes the implementation of CLL User Scenario 2 (Integrative visualization tools for all different types of
processed high-throughput processed data;) and it is going to facilitate the visualization of the evolution of the
biological substrate in time (and possibly the evolution of the disease itself) towards the implementation of CLL
User Scenario 3 (Clonal dynamics: temporal evolution of the biological substrate; see Section 2.1
Apart from presentation purposes, the integration of the analyses outcomes is going to serve the predictive
analytic functionalities of the AEGLE system, providing the necessary features for the machine learning algorithms
that are being developed towards the implementation of Scenario 4 (Association of biological profiles with clinical
outcomes; see Section 2.1). The design of the integrated profile is taking into account the feature selection task
that is required by the aforementioned machine learning algorithms.
In compliance with the aforesaid, the steps of the analysis design are:

1. Selecting the most informative features from each type of analysis, towards the creation of an integrative
profile of the patient. This will be done in a hybrid manner, combining expert user input and machine
learning approaches.

2. Elaborate on methods to calculate and explore correlations / associations among features [Pepke 2017]
[Steeg 2015] coming from different types of data (e.g. immunogenetic /gene expression).

3. Elaborate on methods to explore integrated profile differences, for intra- and inter-patient comparisons.
Two approaches are foreseen: the combined data reduction (via PCA or Multidimensional scaling)
followed by distance estimation, and the data-related distance index estimation, followed by a fusion of
indices.

4. Targeted state of art software selected based on user input for further analysis, including cummerbund
[Goff 2013] for the analysis, exploration, manipulation, and visualization of Tuxedo workflow results, VcfR
[Knaus 2016] for VCF data analysis, ANNOVAR [Wang 2010] for the functional annotation of genetic
variants detected from diverse genomes, etc.
More specifically, the predictive analytics are described in Table 3 .These are preliminary and exploratory attempts
as the field in CLL prognosis is still in a primary level and the amount of data available may not be enough to lead
to an accurate result. For this reason, the prioritization of the analytics is different since some of them may involve
the risk of not being completed, such as the evolution from MBL to CLL model or the model based on stereotyped
subsets. The analytics designed thus far are categorized in two classes based on the clinical question they are
answering, Response to treatment and Disease Outcome.
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In both cases, the first step is the feature selection, that is the procedure to identify the most representative
features of every analysis’ results. For example, over-expressed/under-expressed genes in RNA-sequencing,
detection of significant variants in pre-treatment and post-treatment conditions in Whole Exome Sequencing,
identification of high-frequency clonotypes in Immunogenetic Repertoire Analysis. Feature selection may, in cases,
be both/whether data driven, using machine learning techniques, and/or evidence based, using the experts’ input
for the case.
The second step is to create the prediction model that decides the possible outcome for a patient
(response/condition) using different machine learning algorithms for the training of the classifier in order to
achieve the highest possible accuracy of the prediction. The models are being created based on the feature
vectors, extracted in step 1 for each case, and the ground truth obtained by the clinicobiological data regarding the
possible answer for each case (positive/negative response to treatment, stable/progressive condition).
The final step is the evaluation of the model. The prediction model is trained to predict the answers for new
samples. In some cases, and because of the data amount limitation, the validation of the model will be calculated
with the cross-validation method, which does not acquire new samples, and in other cases through the testing of
the model with new data. Both techniques will provide essential metrics for the validation of the model (accuracy,
specificity, sensitivity, area under curve). As there is not a lot of published work on the field, the attempt is not
trying to surpass a value of achieved accuracy, but trying to accomplish the optimum one. Besides, these models
can eventually be combined, leading to an integrated prognostic model for the CLL patients.
Table 3. CLL Predictive Analytics
Tool

Description

Data Utilization

Validation Methods

Predicts the possible response to
treatment based on variant
profiling of the patient
(positive/negative)

WES Analysis Results from pre & post
treatment samples combined with
clinicobiological data. 40 CLL cases.

The metrics of the
model will be
calculated with
cross-validation
method.

Response to
treatment

Predicts the possible response to
treatment based on TCR profiling
of the patient (positive/negative)

Immunogenetic Repertoire Analysis
(Public Clonotypes) Results from pre &
post treatment samples combined with
clinicobiological data. 12 CLL cases.

The metrics of the
model will be
calculated by the
testing with new
samples

Disease
Outcome

Predicts the possible progression
of the disease
(stable/progressive) based on
gene expression
(stable/progressive)

RNA-seq Analysis Results (gene
expression) combined with
clinicobiological data. 20 CLL cases.

The metrics of the
model will be
calculated with
cross-validation
method

Disease
Outcome

Predict the possible progression
of the disease
(stable/progressive) based on

Immunogenetic Repertoire Analysis
(Public Clonotypes) Results combined
with clinicobiological data. 50 MBL and

The metrics of the
model will be
calculated by the

Response to
treatment
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TCR profiling (stable/progressive)
of patients belonging to different
subgroups of disease progression
(MBL, early CLL, CLL)

Disease
Outcome

Predicts the possible progression
of the disease
(stable/progressive) based on
classification to stereotyped
subsets (#4, #8, #16)

38 CLL cases.

Immunogenetic Repertoire Analysis
(Subset Classification) Results.

testing with new
samples

Validation using the
annotation of
clinicobiological
data

5.3.2 ICU analytics / analyses
ICU De novo analyses
For the ICU cases, the analyses have been structured based on the types of data used. Structured data is referred
to data stored in the hospital EHR, being heterogeneous in nature, and semi-structured data extracted by
machinery (ventilators, monitors) as raw files. Each analysis as usual can have multiple workflows (Table 4).
Electronic health Record Analysis (EHR): Consists of 11 tools that comprises three workflows Nutrition Analysis
(Nut) Patient Deterioration (Det) Catheter Related Infection (CRI). These analyses can utilize up to 1.2 GB of data
(10% of total ICU data), 550MB (42%) of which where have been incorporated to the analyses thus far.
Patient Ventilator Interaction Analysis (PVI): Consists of 4 tools that comprises 2 workflows, utilizes 1GB of data
(8% of total ICU data) 100% of which where have been incorporated to the analyses thus far. It resulted in 2
publications [6,7] Appendix G.
Ventilator - Puritan Bennett Analysis (VN): Consists of 9 tools that comprise a single workflow, utilizes 11GB of
data (82% of total ICU data).
Generic Analytics (GN): Consists of 12 individual tools.
Table 4. ICU analysis and workflows
Analyses

Workflows

EHR

Auxiliary (Aux)

Nutrition Analysis (Nut)

PVI

Auxiliary (Aux)

PVI Feature extraction PVI Causality analysis
analysis (FtEx)
(Cau)

VN

Standard (Std)
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Analyses

Workflows

GN

Not applicable, consists of individual tools

These workflows facilitate the AEGLE use-case scenarios and their association is described in Table 27 at Appendix
D.
The workflows for the EHR analysis:

1. Aux: Consists mainly of the creation of the patient profile JSON file, applies initial data quality control and
cleaning methods, and calculates indices and scores applicable to an ICU environment. This workflow is
used as an initial step for the proceeding EHR workflows. Additionally, information collected and
calculated in this part (length of stay, comorbidities, exit status, etc.) is necessary for every use-case
scenario within the ICU case and these data will be used for the other analyses as well.

2. Nut: Supports the nutrition adherence scenario, calculates the proposed dynamic nutrition requirements
in an ICU environment that can vary as time goes by due the changes at the patient status and related
features.

3. Det: Focus on locating abnormal changes in recorded signals while considering drug administration
dosage that influence the patient physiological response.

4. CRI: Evaluates the microbiological results and cross-examines them with catheter cultivations to establish
the existence of an infection related to catheter. At the predictive part of the analytics, this information
(true positive, false positive, etc.) will be used as medical events that we aim to predict by examining
patterns in physiological parameters.
The VN analysis consists of a single workflow that preprocesses the raw data file as produced by the ventilator,
cleans, resamples and formats the data appropriately, calculates additional parameters and identifies periods with
constant high Driving pressure that has been found to be of clinical significance.
The workflows for the PVI analysis:

1. Aux: Preprocessing of the raw data files
2. FtEx: Extracts set of features regarding the IE
3. Cau: Examines the relationship (similarity, cause-effect) between recorded signals and IE
The Generic analytics consists of individual tools, that support that allow the user to perform a set of statistical
tests, apply data quality methods, extract basic statistics, preprocessing methods, feature selection and tools that
allow the testing and creation of predictive models and invoking those models. The tools associated with the
creation of predictive models are based on the caret5 R package. Another highlighted tool is the one used for
feature extraction. By encoding different types of data, most prominent (bio)signals, as images it is possible to
perform convolutional neural networks (CNN) techniques [Yu 2016] commonly applied on images. Deep learning is
used predominantly for images classification yielding better results than previously commonly used [Krizhevsky
2012]. An alternative approach on deep learning is the utilization of auto-encoders as a part of the preprocessing
steps that can be used to provide unsupervised a set of high-level features [Le 2010] which provide assistance in
5

https://github.com/topepo/caret
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the pre-training phase of deep learning [Erhan 2010]. Such algorithms involving auto-encoders (Keras6) have been
adapted for the AEGLE platform.
The list of ICU tools developed can be found in Table 28, Table 29, Table 30, Table 31 at Appendix D.

ICU Adapted analyses
The WFDB7 library, which is part of the PhysioToolkit is a tool that has been adapted for the needs of the AEGLE
platform and is executed via Docker. It contains a large set of well-tested, interoperable command-line tools for
signal processing and automated analysis, a subset of which is being used on the ECG analysis in place. Although
many among the functionalities provided by the aforementioned library might be of interest to AEGLE, the
functionalities that are currently targeted for adoption revolve around the detection of the QRS complex (wrsamp,
rdann, sqrs), applicable to ECG signals recorded by monitors and preprocessed by other AEGLE analytic tools towards the implementation of ICU User Scenarios 1 and 2. Table 32 Table 27 at Appendix D

Analyses Outcome Integration for Presentation and Prediction Analytics
Regarding the Ventilator Analysis (Puritan Bennett) an additional parameter Driving Pressure (DP), was calculated
from the measurements of Compliance and Tidal Volume. For the DP, 15 was identified as high and clinically
significant threshold based on the currently available data from our studies and the literature. The goal is to study
the sustained high DP periods for correlation with ventilatory parameters and the possibility to create alert points
for better monitoring of the patient. For the same purpose, periods of stable Compliance were identified based on
the slope of the time series and 30 was determined as the essential threshold for the correlation with DP. Aside
from the alerts when the ventilation parameters are deemed harmful, we are working on creating predictive
model that will notify prior to DP reaching 15. This can be achieved by exploring correlations during these time
periods with the biosignals recorded by the bedside monitors.
Although the ventilators are not diagnostic devices rather an essential part of the ICU hospitalizations but the way
the patients fares under ventilation can provide additional insight for the condition, as is the PVI. Literature has
shown significant correlation between the clinical outcome and IE index, and our research has expanded and
improved the creation of IE features, the existence of which when applied to real time data can provide alerts.
These correlations have led to the exploration and finally the creation of a predictive model using the best
performing IE features and patient age to predict overall Hospital survival. Best performing model feedforward
neural network 10fold cross-validated, with accuracy: 0.7551, 109 patients used IE features 60%-40% balanced
classes (death-survival).
For the patient deterioration, our approach is two-fold, at first, we perform unsupervised feature extraction using
Deep Learning techniques (autoencoders) from multichannel bio-signals and drug administration data. The 2nd
approach is to examine periods of time that are already annotated and periods in which the patient is considered
to be stable and build classifiers that can successfully discriminate between the stable and near-death condition.
Using features of biosignals 8 hour prior to patient death, and an 9hour in which no specific event has occurred a
model was created using a feedforward neural network 10fold cross-validated, with accuracy: 0.8243684, 112
deceased patients and completely balanced classes (50-50).
Regarding the catheter related infection, we first establish the presence of CRI based on the microbiological
results and catheter action data, which can act as an alert. The prediction models that are currently under testing
6

https://github.com/fchollet/keras

7

https://physionet.org/physiotools/wfdb.shtml
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are focused on the early identification of CRI based on bio-signals features, this examination was hindered by the
fact that within the data available till December there was a very small positively identified cases of CRI (12).
As far as Nutrition adherence is concerned, proteins deficit, along with other nutrition features during the first
week of ICU stay is found to be correlated with negative outcome (survival). Prediction models utilizing nutritional
features are being tested (low accuracy thus far <70%) but since nutrition is something controllable within an ICU,
the models are being used as a method to assess the optimal threshold for malnutrition alerts.
Although the PAGNI’s ICU database is large enough on its own. Not all scenarios had sufficient amount of data to
allow the creation of robust models. For example, less than 15 patients had confirmed CRI based on the current
dataset (too few true positives), or regarding nutrition, early entries had important missing information (height
and weight). As more data are becoming available, specifically bedside monitor data who consist of high frequency
biosignals that contain more information than the 1 value per hour time-series in the EHR, along with an updated
version of the EHR itself, the performance of those models is expected to be improved and their creation to be
more streamlined. The models that have been created thus far can be validated and refined and the models for
which the data where not sufficient can be tested under optimal conditions.
Table 5. ICU Predictive Analytics
Tool

Nutrition
effect on
outcome

Optimizing
Ventilation
Ventilation
effect on
outcome

Patientventilator
interaction

Description

Data Utilization

Utilizes nutrition related features
to predict hospitalization
outcome

EHR data regarding nutrition adherence
and hospitalization scores and outcome,
number of patients for whom
hospitalization outcome and nutrition
data are available: 335 (it is common for
patients that stay 1-3 days to not
receive nutrition) 50MB

The metrics of the
model will be
calculated by the
testing with new
samples

Detects periods of high and
borderline high driving pressure
(DP), and related features. Alerts
Puritan Bennett datasets for 62 patients
when DP is deemed harmful.
(11GB). Monitor datasets (have both
Correlates ventilation parameters
datasets for 12 patients, 1GB)
with monitor biosignals. Predicts
the occurrence of high driving
pressure periods.

The metrics of the
model will be
calculated with
cross-validation
method

Detections of IE events,
calculation of IE features,
associations of IE features with
clinical outcomes, prediction of
PVI datasets for 110 patients, 1GB
outcomes based on IE features,
analysis of physiological
parameters as potential causes of
IE events. Alerts when IE

Completed.
Confirmation with
external datasets of
association with
relevant outcomes
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occurrence is deemed harmful.
CatheterEstablish the presence of CRI.
related blood
Utilize biosignals for early
stream
detection of CRI occurrence.
infection

EHR data (biosignals, microbiological
exams, catheter actions, outcomes,
ventilation) 763 patients (had
cultivation results), 200 MB

Validation with
external dataset
and/or prospective
data

Based on drug administration
Monitoring
data and biosignals characterize
of trends in the patient status stability.
vital signs
Predict the occurrence of
deterioration on a time window

EHR data (biosignals, drugs, outcomes,
ventilation), 1973 patients (had
biosignals), 500 MB, Bedside monitor
data for 140 patients 1.2 GB

Assessment of
sensitivity and
specificity plus
confirmation of
clinical benefit

5.3.3 T2D analytics / analyses
The aim of the analytics developed for T2D case is to develop predictive risk models that could identify the optimal
treatment for an individual. The general schema followed that leads to development of the prediction models is
outlined in Figure 9. The methodology followed applies classification and clustering methods to categorize patient
data into cohorts and derive prediction models on the cohorts.
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Figure 9. Schema for development of prediction models for T2D case

The cohort analysis of patient data enables classification of patient data according to different markers such as
patient demographics and lifestyle. The prediction models then predict the associations between the cohorts and
the patient profile in terms of risk for a complication and patient response to treatments.
The analytics developed for the T2D case are of types belonging to descriptive and predictive analytics. The
descriptive analytics analyses the datasets to classify the data and identify associations between different patient
biomarkers and their diabetes condition. The predictive analytics uses prediction models on patient data cohorts
to predict particular risks associated with patients.

T2D De novo analyses - Descriptive
Currently, there are two workflow pipelines that perform descriptive analyses of the datasets. They include:
Population Pyramid Classification and Visualization: Workflow description: It categorizes the patient data
according to age groups and further classify them into patient marker levels (e.g. HbA1c levels). On the classes
obtained, associate them to occurrence of a complication (e.g. Amputation). The analytics for this workflow
includes a Population Pyramid Counter analytic and a custom visualization analytic.
Association Heatmaps: Analytic pipeline description: A multivariate analysis approach to identify associations
between the variables within the database of the diabetic patients such that relationships with strong associations
can be further explored to identify and hypothesize their effect on the disease model (i.e. useful for generating
hypothesis for exploring new relationships between parameters within a dataset). The analytics include a
multivariate analyses analytic to identify associations and a heatmap visualization analytic.

Analyses Outcome Integration for Presentation and Predictive Analytics
Risk Predictor for Diabetes Associated complication
Workflow description: A risk prediction model that predicts the risk ratios for patient markers that may lead to a
complication. The risk prediction model uses the Cox Proportional Hazards model; a model that is widely used for
survival analysis and investigates the effect of several variables until the time of a specified event occurs.
The analytics and description related to the above workflow pipelines are listed in Table 6.
Table 6. T2D Workflows
Pipeline ID

Description

Data Utilization

Validation Methods

Population Pyramid Classification and Visualization

Population
Pyramid
Counter

The analytic creates population
pyramids of up to two variables
chosen by the user. It reads the age
data, finds intervals in the data,
and labels the age data into
categories such as 20-30, 31-40,
etc. In each age group, it classifies
the patient marker into defined
levels. In each class of the patient
marker, the number of incidences
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Diabetes patient biological markers
and complication data is utilized. (E.g.
Diabetes patient data, including their
age,
HbA1c
parameters,
and
amputation incidences). For this, the
entire dataset is used to categorise
the patients according to the age
group
and
the
selected
measurement. The number of
incidences in each class depends on

The validation is done by
manually verifying the
number of incidences in
each class. The age group
classification accuracy is
verified by selecting a
small subset of the data
and manual verification of
the count with the
analytic output
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the number of records of patients for
the selected complication.

of a complication is computed.

Population
Pyramid
Counter

A custom visualization technique is
built that combines population
Data is obtained from the previous
pyramid method with stacked bar
analytic that derives it from the
graphs to visualize the results
diabetes patient dataset
obtained from the population
pyramid counter analytic
Association Heatmaps

Perform multivariate analysis to
see single measures of associations
Multivariate and plot the risk of outcomes
Analyzer
against categories of potential
predictor variables

Heatmap
generator
Visualizer

Utilizes multiple variables from
Diabetes patient data such as Lipids,
Blood pressure, BMI and several
other patient markers and analyses
its correlation and relationships to
complications such as blindness,
death and renal failure. The analytic
considers the entire volume of the
No specific validation
dataset and the selected variables to
method is applied for this
identify the associations.
workflow

A heatmap visualization of the
multivariate analyzer analytic
Data is obtained from the previous
output
provides
a
visual
analytic that derives it from the
presentation
of
associations
diabetes patient dataset
between
potential
predictor
variables and diabetes outcomes
Risk Predictor for Diabetes Associated complication

Fills in the missing columns in the
dataset in order to reduce
Multiple
incomplete data for analysis.
Imputations Applies Rubin`s rules methods to
fill missing values in the dataset

Risk
Predictor

Calculates the hazard ratios for the
risk of a condition (e.g. limb
amputation or blindness in
patients). Selects certain features
of diabetes patients and apply cox
proportional hazards model to
derive
risk
equations
for
amputation incidents that will
estimate the risk for amputations
in diabetes patients
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Utilizes the Diabetes patient data and
uses the existing data to estimate
values for missing data and replace
them. The data from the nearest
neighbourhood of the missing values The validation method to
is utilized to fill in the missing values. be carried out includes
dividing the dataset into
training, derivation and
validation datasets.
Predictor variables related to patient Analytics accuracy is
biological markers are selected that computed in terms of
are relevant to the complication comparison between the
under analysis. The volume of data ground truth and the
utilized would be related to the predicted results.
number of records of a selected
complication from the database.
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The risk prediction analytics leads to development of prediction of various complication risk for diabetics by
utilizing their biological markers. Workflow pipelines that utilizes complication prediction analysis methods are
listed in Table 7.
Table 7. Workflow pipelines for risk prediction of various complication utilizing T2D risk prediction analytics
Pipeline ID
(Workflow
Type)

Description

Data Utilization

Outcomes

Several patient markers
such as HbA1c, BMI, Blood
Predicts the risk
pipeline1
pressure, Age, Lipids are
for patients in
(amputation
considered to understand
developing toe or
prediction)
the impact of these
limb amputation
markers on the
complication.

pipeline2
(blindness
prediction)

pipeline3
(Stroke)

pipeline4
(Heart
failure)

pipeline5
(Renal
failure)

Predicts the risk
for patients that
may develop
blindness or visual
impairments due
to diabetes

Similar patient markers
such as HbA1c, BP, Age
and Lipids are considered
to identify their influence
on causing blindness

Provides risk ratios of
patient markers and the
survival rate analysis of
the patient in terms of
amputation risk is
obtained
The survival rate analysis
obtained from the
prediction model
predicts the risk of a
patient going blind

Identify patients that have
had stroke from the
database. Apply
Predicts the
association heatmaps to
stroke risk for
identify strongly associated
diabetes patients patient markers that could
be the predictor variables
for stroke

The predictor variables
would have hazard
ratios that would
describe their impact on
stroke risk. The survival
rate analysis from the
model would identify
the risk of the patient to
stroke

Identify patients that have
had heart failure from the
database. Apply
Predicts the heart association heatmaps to
failure risk for
identify strongly associated
diabetes patients patient markers that could
be the predictor variables
for stroke

The predictor variables
would have hazard
ratios that would
describe their impact on
heart failure risk. The
survival rate analysis
from the model would
identify the risk of the
patient to heart failure

First stage is to identify
patients that have had
renal failure from the
Predicts the renal database. Apply
failure risk for
association heatmaps to
diabetes patients identify strongly associated
patient markers that could
be the predictor variables
for renal failure

The predictor variables
would have hazard
ratios that would
describe their impact on
renal failure risk. The
survival rate analysis
from the model would
identify the risk of the
patient to renal failure
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The validation method to be
carried out includes dividing
the dataset into training,
derivation and validation
datasets. Analytics accuracy
is computed in terms of
comparison between the
ground truth and the
predicted results.
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For all cases, the total list of tools (both developed and adapted) along with examples of meaningful workflows
described as XMLs are located at Appendix D.

5.4 Accelerated Analytics
Among all AEGLE use cases, CLL is the one that shows the greatest promise regarding acceleration purposes. This is
attributed to the adoption of complete third-party tools that perform DNA and RNA sequencing, the
computational intensity of these tasks as well as the existence of a database that meets the requirements of a big
data application.
The utilized third-party tools are Seqmule [Guo 2015], TopHat [Trapnell 2009] and Cufflinks [Trapnell 2010].
TopHat is a fast splice junction mapper for RNA-Seq reads. It aligns RNA-Seq reads to mammalian-sized genomes
using the ultra high-throughput short read aligner Bowtie, and then analyzes the mapping results to identify splice
junctions between exons. Cufflinks is executed in combination with TopHat. It accepts aligned RNA-Seq reads,
assembles them into transcripts, estimates their abundances and tests for differential expression and regulation in
these samples. It also incorporates Bowtie aligner. Finally, Seqmule is an automated tool that performs human
exome/genome variants detection. It incorporates many different aligners (BWA-MEM, BWA-BACKTRACK, Bowtie,
Bowtie2, SOAP2, SNAP) and variant callers (GATK, SAMtools, VarScan, SOAPsnp, Freebayes) and allows the user to
define a pipeline flow that combines the aligners and variant callers of his own choice.
Due to the popularity of Bowtie2 [Langmead 2012] aligner, the acceleration effort has been focused on profiling
Bowtie2 and locating the most computationally intensive part of it. Bowtie2 performs alignment in two stages. In
the initial stage reads are split into substrings and these are then aligned to a reference genome in an ungapped
fashion assisted by the full-text minute index. In the second stage seed alignments are prioritized and they are
extended into full alignments by performing SIMD-accelerated dynamic programming based on Smith Waterman
algorithm. For profiling purposes, Seqmule is configured with a typical flow that runs Bowtie2 aligner and then
three different variant callers to extract consensus calls. The aligner performs captured paired-end alignment.

Alignment coverage statistics
9%

Bowtie2 Alignment
35%

Freebayes variant call
7%

SAMTOOLS variant call
21%

Remove duplicates
5%
GATK variant call
7%
GATK realign
9%

Filter BAM files
3%

Figure 10. Percentages of computation time per stage for typical Seqmule workflow utilizing Bowtie2 aligner.
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As it can be seen in Figure 10, Bowtie2 takes up 35% of the execution time. Extended profiling of the Bowtie2
aligner shows that a single function requires 56% of the time spent in alignment. Τhis function corresponds to the
Smith Waterman dynamic algorithm. This is the target for acceleration using Maxeler dataflow computing model.
A Smith Waterman implementation is available on Maxeler github repository. Thus, the acceleration efforts focus
on integrating this implementation in the Seqmule pipeline.
Bowtie2 aligner however is not the only target for acceleration. The CLL use case exhibits further possibilities for
acceleration in multiple stages of the typical analysis workflows. In the alignment stage, alignment based on FMindex and Burrows Wheeler transform poses a significant bottleneck and is incorporated in many popular aligners.
Therefore, it is a viable option and existing accelerated solutions based on Maxeler dataflow model show great
potential [Arram 2017]. The next stage in the pipeline that requires acceleration is the one of variant calling.
Variant callers can take up as much time as aligners and often exceed them.
With the development of ICU analytics completed and as the respective databases are built, it is expected that
many components will require acceleration. Based on a preliminary literature review, DSP and Machine Learning
kernels broadly used in ICU workflows, seem to be suitable candidates for acceleration. Extensive profiling and
benchmarking of the available workloads will provide concrete data that will help finalize or re-evaluate these
decisions.

5.5 Analytics Upload Protocol
The already existing analytics cover a wide range of needs and provide a certain degree of flexibility by being
parametrizable. However, we can identify two different needs regarding the inclusion of additional functionality.
The first part is about providing the user the option to write small snippet of code be it a small script or using a
console command to manually invoke an analytic. For example, the adapted tools in CLL provide a wide range of
parameters for the user to select. For simplicity reasons, the final user can modify a subset of those the ones that
are more commonly tempered by the researchers. However, technical savvy researchers/ bioinformatics might
desire to execute the analytics using the additional “hidden“ parameters.





The UI opens an interactive spark session (through livy)
The user writes code snippets in a text box
The UI submits them to the interactive session and gets back the results
The user can choose to save the written code snippet

The second part refers to new tools that AEGLE developers or even third-party researcher want to contribute to
the platform. These tools can be a part of the platform, that will be governed by the same rules that the rest of the
AEGLE tools are. The procedure for their inclusion is as follows:







Pack the 3rd party tool
Provide the software libraries required for code dependencies
Create tool descriptor XML
Create workflow descriptor XML if it will be part of an existing or a new workflow, optional
Create dataset schema XML for input and/or output if new datatypes are introduced, optional
Submit the new analytic to be incorporated in AEGLE platform, this final step is human curated
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6. Users and applications
6.1 Information access / presentation - Visualization Component
The Visual Analytics component of AEGLE allows the AEGLE use to easily select and visualize datasets, in an effort
to extract information from available data in a visual manner.
The Visual Analytics component of AEGLE is built on top of Apache Zeppelin8. Apache Zeppelin is a multi-purposed,
web-based notebook that enables interactive data analytics by offering data ingestion, data exploration, sharing
and collaboration features to user data.
Apache Zeppelin provides developers with different interpreters in a plethora of languages so available code can
be compiled through Zeppelin itself. The general interpreter concept allows any language or data processing
backend to be plugged into Zeppelin. Though many interpreters exist out of the box (Spark, Python, R, Scala and
more), custom implemented interpreters are also supported.

Figure 11. List of supported Zeppelin interpreters

Thus, Apache Zeppelin is an open source big data analytics and visualization tool for distributed, interactive, and
collaborative systems. Some basic charts are already included, providing users with the opportunity to take
advantage of SQL and easily create various types of visualizations such as pie, bar and line charts (Figure 12).
Visualizations are not limited to Spark SQL queries, any output from any language backend can be identified,
processed and visualized.

8

https://zeppelin.apache.org/
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Figure 12. Sample chart options in Zeppelin

Aegle project contains health data derived from various health monitoring devices; as a result, different
visualization techniques are used in order to make readable plots. Aegle’s data are distinguished into two
fundamental categories: nominal/categorical and numerical variables. The first category is to be visualized using
pie and bar charts in conjunction with data tables that let the user display data from a metric set using a tabular
view. The second category mainly contains data that are related to time; thus, time series visualization techniques
are followed. Users will have the opportunity to visualize not only a single time series but also multiple time series
(up to 3) in the same graph. A more detailed description and our final approach of adopted types of visualizations
and their respective techniques will be presented in Deliverable D5.3.
Another important feature of Zeppelin is that it can easily connect to a remote Hadoop cluster. As a result, data
stored in HDFS can be fetched and used for visualizations. It must additionally be noted that a notebook URL can
be shared among collaborators who are able to modify it either by altering its content or by adding new
paragraphs. Apache Zeppelin will broadcast any changes in real-time. Therefore, notebooks allow users to not only
execute but to interactively work with long workflows. Data engineers or data scientists can develop, organize,
execute and share data code as well as visualize results without having rely on access on a more complex coding
environment or the AEGLE platform cluster itself.
Apache Zeppelin supports security features, such as user authentication and authorization. It supports the Apache
Shiro9 and Kerberos10 security frameworks out of the box. Other security frameworks require some level of
customization so that they are fully integrated in Apache Zeppelin. Access to Zeppelin content is provided through
a login screen when in standalone mode; integration of authorization providers can help skip this step. In AEGLE,
we are aiming at a platform providing SSO functionality, so that users will not be asked to enter their credentials.
Once logged in, a user has access to all the notes created by him/her, as well as to notes shared explicitly by other
users.

9

https://shiro.apache.org/

10

https://web.mit.edu/kerberos/
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6.2 Types of user interaction with AEGLE platform and consolidated design
Presentation of results: AEGLE platform presents results in two methods. One option is the tabular visualization
option where the user can view the outcomes of the results (if produced as CSV or similar) in tabular formats. The
AEGLE platform will include an option where the result dataset can be visualized as table.
Exploratory – interactive analysis: On the AEGLE platform, the users interact with the data at different levels. At
the database level, the user will be able to interactively select a particular dataset from the FedEHR database
depending on the use case and the medical event option chosen and explore the database. The user can also view
the list of the variables that are present in the database and then be able to select desired variables. The user
would also create a dataset of the selected variables and store them at a desired location.
The user would be able to explore a dataset (both created and already stored) by the means of tabular
visualization that will be provided. Further, the user can also filter the data according to their preferences and thus
subset the data. Further, the user may also have an option to visualize the dataset depending on the type of the
data included. These options allow the users to interactively explore the data on AEGLE platform.

6.3 Consolidated User Profiles
D4.2 (Section 3.2) describes several key aspects on the AEGLE users and roles. We presented a basic, per case, user
role hierarchy, as well as case-wide roles that can be assigned to the AEGLE users and provide a fine-grained access
management scheme over the AEGLE services.
These user/case roles and access rights presented in D4.2 can by themselves be reused in order to provide a solid
access control mechanism. However, in D4.2 the collaboration between different users of the platform is not
explored. The AEGLE platform should provide related functionality that enables users to concurrently work on the
same case and analytics project, as well as share AEGLE resources and in the following we describe our approach
and the conditions under such a collaboration scheme can be realized.

6.3.1 AEGLE User registration and initial case assignment
A registration process is a prerequisite of a user being allowed and authorized to access the AEGLE platform and
the services that it offers. Upon registration, which can be performed via the AEGLE portal, the new user selects a
case under which he/she will be classified as a member of the platform. The users can be registered as:





CLL users
ICU users
Diabetes Users and
External researchers

Upon selection of a case, the user account is instantiated originally with the role that corresponds to the selected
case assigned. This configuration takes place in Keycloak, as a realm level role. Acting as a top-level distinction
between different users, the existence of a case specific role directly affects access to specific functionalities that
the AEGLE Portal offers. The registration process, along with the assignment of the initial case role and the
subsequent propagation of user authorization credentials to Keycloak and Kerberos is represented at Figure 14 in
Appendix C.
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6.3.2 Resource collaboration scheme
The sharing of resources (analytics, workflows, datasets etc.) is key to the capabilities of the AEGLE platform. In the
following section, we present the collaboration scheme under which AEGLE users are able to collaborate and share
resources.
An AEGLE user that needs to start working with the service offered by the platform will need to create a
“workspace”, in which all related work is organized. This user is set as being the sole creator and owner of the
project initially. All related resources that are utilized within the scope of the specific workspace can only be
accessed by that user. As an example, a user requires to upload a dataset on which further analysis steps and
visualizations will be performed.

Figure 13. New project workspace creation

Figure 13 presents the creation of a workspace for a new analytics project which leverages the AEGLE platform
services. When a user starts working on a new project and creates or binds the corresponding resources, the
AEGLE Portal shall use the Keycloak Administrative remote API in order to create a new user group for that specific
project. On all new project resources, the user is set as the owner/creator; in addition, the assignment of the new
project specific Keycloak group signifies that only users that belong to that group may have access rights to these
resources.

6.4 Clinical Decision Support System
As described until now the main AEGLE platform can provide services through the integrated descriptive analytics
in a research approach. The goal is to create a second interface providing direct support to the clinicians about
clinical decisions and alerts on certain circumstances, by adding a number of the existing descriptive analytics and
new predictive. In this clinical decision support system, real-time data upload by the user will be supported and an
immediate answer will be given to the clinician supporting an emergency query.
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The actions that have to be completed in order to create this interface is to gather the requirements for
information presentation of the cases, their analysis, the establishment of reverse anonymization functionality and
the user interface design. As for the integration process, first there is the need for integration in the local system
(EHR Db and anonymization Db), the security integration and the integration with FedEHR (Construction of related
queries for the dump of patient data to HDFS). Subsequently, the invocation of analytics and the retrieval of
related analysis outcomes from the AEGLE cloud, visualizations and results presentation and, finally, the end-toend integration testing and the integration with the local level.
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7. Conclusions
This report has been the result of a multidisciplinary collaboration among AEGLE partners taking place during
months 19-27 of the project. Its purpose was to consolidate the design of the AEGLE system, after two design
iterations presented in deliverable D4.1 and D4.2, across all the user and technical dimensions of the project,
driven by the three use cases targeted by AEGLE, i.e. CLL, ICU and T2DM.
The AEGLE user requirements (as documented in D4.1 and D4.2) were proven quite solid for the advances required
during this second design iteration. Here, effort was paid to unify rather than update user needs and see the links
and differences between the different cases, and to emphasize on the added value of the different user scenarios.
In terms of technical specifications, D4.3 describes all the design aspects of the AEGLE system architecture, as far
as data management aspects, analytics, user roles, user interface components and the core big data infrastructure
are regarded. The functionality and the technological options for all the AEGLE system parts are presented, and
where applicable the evolution of design was presented and discussed.
This document provides a concrete view of the AEGLE design and, a solid basis for the final system development
and evaluation, thus driving WP5 and WP6 developments for AEGLE system, while being aligned also with WP3
and business model’s perspective.
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Clinical Data Repository
Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia
Catheter-related blood stream infection
Clinical Variable Types
Closed-world Assumption
Description of Work
Domain Specific Language
Electronic Health Record
Enterprise Integration Pattern
Extract Transform Load
Heuristic Analysis
Hadoop Distributed File System
High Performance Computing
High-Throughput / Low-Throughput
Hardware
Independent Component Analysis
Intensive Care Unit
Ineffective Efforts
Ineffective Efforts Event
international ImMunoGeneTics Information system IMGT
JavaScript Object Notation
Large Memory
Monoclonal B cell lymphocytosis
Medical Event Type
National Health Service
Next Generation Sequencing
Proportional Assist Ventilation
Patient-Ventilator
Patient-Ventilator Interaction
Research Ethics Committee
Sequence Alignment/Map
Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine—Clinical Terms
Single Nucleotide polymorphism
Simple Object Access Protocol
Single Sign-On
Software
Virtual Machine
Work Package
Whole-exome sequencing
Whole-genome sequencing
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Appendix A.

User Needs - Requirements

Table 8. AEGLE User Needs

CLL

ICU

M1

M2

Access clinical practice data

Read various NGS data

Read various streaming data

Harmonization of
clinical databases

Management

M3

M4

Standard Terminologies

M5

Anonymize data

M6

Clean errors and artifacts – Filter data – Apply quality control mechanisms

Integration
Visualization

M7

Manage NGS data and
metadata

Manage streaming data and metadata

V1

Integrate, make aggregate queries and summarize data

V2

Visualize data and analysis results

V3

A1

Analysis

T2D

Integrated visualization

Analyze biodata Recognize patterns

A2

Analyze biosignals - Recognize patterns

Manage analysis Pipelines
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A3

Generate predictive models

A4

Data mining and associations

A5

A6

Apply rules/alerts

Optimize computational
performance

A7

Deliver timely information

Store analysis results

The alignment of the user scenarios that have been shaped for each case with the aforementioned user needed is
provided by Table 9 below. The user needs in the last column are specified using the indexes of the previous table.
Table 9. User scenarios alignment with user needs
Case
CLL

ICU

Scenario

User Needs

Automated classification (per type) and sharing functionality of the processed highthroughput biomolecular data uploaded

M2, M4-M7

Integrative visualization tools for all different types of processed high-throughput
processed data

V1, V2, V3

Clonal dynamics: temporal evolution of the biological substrate

A1, A2, A6, A7

Association of biological profiles with clinical outcomes

A1-A4, A6, A7

Early detection of deterioration

M1-M7
V1-V3
A1-A4, A6, A7

Recognizing catheter related infection (CRI)

M1-M7,
V1-V3
A1-A4, A6, A7

Monitor nutrition

M1, M4-M6
V1-V3
A1-A4, A6, A7

Patient-ventilator interaction (PVI) monitoring

M1, M4-M6, V2, V3,
A1-A4, A6, A7
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Case

Scenario

User Needs

Assisted ventilation optimal settings -proportional assist ventilation (PAV)

M1, M3-M6
V1-V2
A1, A2, A4-A7

T2D

Phenotypic determinants of response to three second-line classes of treatments for type 2
Diabetes Mellitus

M1, M3, M5, M6
V1-V3
A1, A2, A3, A7

Classification and clustering of clinical variables of patient data according to characteristics
To predict the risk of renal failure and of blindness amongst T2D patients
Pharmacovigilance

M1, M3
V1
A1-A4, A7
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Appendix B.

Data and Dataset Schemas

Data Description and availability
Table 10. AEGLE data for the CLL case

Data Domains/Type

Biomolecular and
Clinical data /
Structured
databases

Currently
Available /
Amount

Amounts of
data expected Data Origin
until February

(i) Raw data records:
Demographic,
Patient history,
diagnosis, disease
course, treatment
details, Cytogenetic
1822 CLL & 56
results,
MBL cases
Immunophenotypic
/ 1,3Mb
results, Molecular
results
(ii) Processed data:
Subset assignment,
IMGT reports, Galaxy
pipeline reports

CLL from all
3 partners,
MBL from
USR

Description

-

LT Immunogenetics Immunoglobulin
meta data gene rearrangement
database / Raw
sequences from CLL 1822 CLL
fasta(fastq) files,
patients and
Immunoglobulin processed alignment detailed annotation sequences
reports (semi
via IMGT/V-QUEST
structured)
tool

HT Immunogenetics
NGS raw data / Raw Immunoglobulin and
fasta(fastq) files,
T cell receptor gene
processed alignment rearrangement
reports
sequences from CLL
(semistructured),
patients and
aggregated
detailed annotation
results/reports and via IMGT/highVcomparisons
QUEST tool
(semistructured)
(i) Raw data records:
Whole exome
sequencing of tumor
& control samples
WES NGS raw data
from CLL patients.
in fastq/fasta format
(ii)Processed data:
analyzed on a local
NGI best practice
platform
analysis workflow
for WES,
Processed
alignments in bam
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All 3
partners

MBL: 23 B & 50
T cell
rearrangements
– 23 B & 50 T
CLL from
cases
CLL: 40 T cell
CERTH,
/ 6,3Gb, CLL: 60 rearrangements MBL from
T cell
USR
rearrangements
– 38 cases/
4,5Gb

CLL: 102 NGS
datasets - 40
cases
/709 Gb

-

Upsala

Utilization in
AEGLE Analyses
/ Workflows

Utility in AEGLE

Used in data
modeling, at local
Association
level: Cloud level
between
association studies of
Workflows
clinical info with NGS,
Prognostic
Biomarkers

Used in data
modeling, at local
level: Cloud level
association studies of
clinical info, In-House
built tools for
preprocessing,
filtering, and
statistical analysis

Immunogenetic
Repertoire &
Immunogenetic
Mutation
Analysis

Used in Infrastructure
and analytics
services, at local
Immunogenetic
level, correlations to
Repertoire &
other NGS data and
Immunogenetic
visualization tools at
Mutation
cloud level, In-House
Analysis
built tools for
preprocessing,
filtering, and
statistical analysis
Used in Infrastructure
and analytics
services, at local level
Whole Exome
for the calculation of
Sequence
polymorphisms
Analysis /
Single Nucleotide
SeqMule
Polymorphisms
Pipeline
(SNPs),
Detection/annotation
of variants.
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format Variant calls in vcf
format Quality
control data
(alignment statistics,
gc-content, etc)
(i) Raw data records:
RNA sequencing of
tumor samples from
CLL patients belong
to specific disease
subsets
RNAseq NGS raw
(ii)Processed data:
data in fastq/fasta
BAM-files, read
format analyzed on
count files
a local platform
(generated by
Cufflinks, ht-seq and
DexSeq) and quality
metrics (generated
by FASTqc and
Qualimap)

CLL: 20 NGS
datasets -20
cases
/ 89Gb

CLL: 30 NGS
datasets - 20
cases

Used in Infrastructure
and analytics
services, at local level
for correlations to
other NGS data and
9 NGS
visualization tools at
datasets
cloud level, Detection
from
of differentially
RNA Sequence
Upsala, 11 expressed genes and Analysis /
NGS
ncRNAs, Detection of Tuxedo Pipeline
datasets
splice variants and
from CERTH novel exons,
Identification of
candidate fusion
transcripts,
Identification of viral
transcripts.

Table 11. AEGLE data for the ICU case

Data Domains/Type

Description

Currently
Available /
Amount

Amounts of
data expected Data Origin
until February

PAGNI Database

Raw data records:
Demographic,
Admission details,
Diagnosis,
Outcomes,
Medications,
Transfusions, Fluids
input/output,
2238 cases / 550 2400 cases /
Nutritional
MB total
600 MB
Information,
Microbiological and
laboratory tests
results, Catheter
Information, vital
signal (manual
input)

Drager

Continuous
waveform data
including blood
pressure, pulse
oxymetry, and
temperature

PVI

Breath by breath
110 patients / 4analysis of patient 6 MB per
effort and ventilator patient per day
support –
/ 1 GB total
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PAGNI

71 cases / 46MB per patient 140 cases / 1.2
PAGNI
per day / 600
GB
MB total
PAGNI /
external
data used
validation

Utilization in
AEGLE Analyses
/ Workflows

Utility in AEGLE

(i) Electronic
health Record
Identification of
Analysis:
meaningful
(Auxiliary /
deteriorating trends Nutrition /
and development of Patient
alerts, identification Deterioration /
of CRI and
CRI) (ii) Patient
development of
Ventilator
alerts, monitoring
Interaction
nutrition and
Analysis:
development of
(Auxiliary) (iii)
alerts
Ventilator
Analysis:
(Standard)
Integration in
descriptive and
predictive algorithms
for deterioration and
CRI

Electronic health
Record Analysis:
(Patient
Deterioration /
CRI)

Analysis of IEs time
series and
computation of a
novel concept, the

Patient
Ventilator
Interaction
Analysis:
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identification of
ineffective efforts

Ventilator settings
and patient-derived
measurements
every second from
patients ventilated
on proportional
assist mode

Puritan Bennett

ineffective effort
event, found to be
better related to
patient outcome.
Development of
analytics to identify
combinations of
patient effort’s and
ventilator’s support
characteristics
leading to
development of IE
events

62 patients / 7080 MB per
90 cases / 15
patient per day GB
/ 11 GB total

PAGNI

(Auxiliary / PVI
Feature
extraction / PVI
Causality)

Description of patient
ventilator interaction
and control of
breathing in assisted
Ventilator
ventilation. Used in
Analysis:
combination with
(Standard)
EHR data to identify
conditions leading to
poor patient
ventilator interaction

Table 12. AEGLE data for the T2D case

Type

Description

Amounts
Currently
of data
Available / expected
Amount
until
February

Data Origin

Utility in AEGLE

Utilization
in AEGLE
Analyses /
Workflows

(i)Age, Gender,
Diamond
Medications
Anthropometric
markers,
Clinical
Structured
measurements
database, clean
16936
(ii) Social and
No more
commercially
patients;
demographic
data
curated on
8.45
factors,
expected
tertiary care of
gigabytes
Biochemical
diabetic patients
markers, Lifestyle
in Northern
factors, Lab
Ireland
tests, Clinical
notes,

Used to develop
predictive modeling
of morbidity, such
as amputation,
blindness,
Risk
cardiovascular
prediction
disease, death as
analysis
well as medication
and relationship of
medication to
disease process.

Raw data
exported in
semi-structured
format (csv),
Two Databases
on secondary
care of diabetic
patients in South

Used to develop
predictive modeliing
of morbidity, such
Risk
as amputation,
prediction
blindness,
analysis
cardiovascular
disease, death as
well as medication

(i) Parameters
Croydon
related to the
patient and their
1218
3886
diabetes condition
patients patients
(ii) Longitudinal
15,884 KB 46,477 KB
record of diabetes
patient`s condition
over several years,
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London

progression of the
disease

and relationship of
medication to
disease process.

Epsom & St
Used to develop
(i) Parameters
Helier/ProWellness predictive modeliing
related to the
of morbidity, such
Structured
patient and their
as amputation,
database,
diabetes condition
17,968 No more
blindness,
Risk
commercially
(ii) Longitudinal
patients
data
cardiovascular
prediction
curated on
record of diabetes
14,693 KB expected
disease, death as
analysis
secondary care
patient`s condition
well
as
medication
of diabetic
over several years,
and relationship of
patients in
progression of the
medication to
Surrey
disease
disease process.
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Data Link with Scenarios
Table 13. Outline of CLL user scenarios
Scenario name

Scenario objective

Justification of scenario’s significance

Alignment with Business Models (WP3)

Automated classification (per type)
and storage of different types of raw
high-throughput data implemented
at local and cloud level (Scenario 1).

To facilitate data management,
sharing, annotation and querying.

Currently, in order to obtain a comprehensive view
into the biological setup and clinical phenotype of
any given patient, several different datasets have
to be collected and analyzed. Relevant data
pertain to various aspects of disease biology and
clinical course, are usually catalogued in a
fragmented manner, thus hindering easy retrieval
and one-one matching.

The satisfaction of Scenario 1 is a prerequisite
for the development of the
prognostic/predictive models of disease
evolution that are assumed by AEGLE’s
business models.

Integrative visualization tools for all
different types of processed highthroughput processed data (Scenario
2).

To facilitate the visual comparison
of integrated big data from multiple
patients or instances in different
experimental procedures and
methodologies

Currently, different types of HT processed data
deriving from the same patient/sample are
visualized in data specific ways with little attempt
at integration that would offer a comprehensive
view while also revealing links between different
data sources. For instance, WES profiles are linked
to/associate with gene expression profiles
determined by RNA sequencing, however, the
precise connectivity is often obscured or elusive
with current visualization pipelines. Thus, it is
difficult to understand and/or highlight how
particular WES/RNAseq profiles compare between
different stereotyped subsets of CLL with different
disease course.

The satisfaction of Scenario 2 is a prerequisite
for the development of the
prognostic/predictive models of disease
evolution that are assumed by AEGLE’s
business models.

Clonal dynamics: temporal evolution
of the biological substrate (Scenario
3).

To facilitate the monitoring of the
evolution of the CLL clone over time,
from: (1) the MBL phase to overt
CLL; (2) the diagnosis of CLL to
disease progression requiring
treatment; (3) the administration of
treatment to disease relapse.

Currently, assessment of clonal evolution over
time is restricted to one or – at best –few
particular aspects of disease biology, leading to
unappreciation of the phenomenon. Genetic
aberrations & response to treatment. For
example, particular TR repertoire changes could
be linked to the emergence of novel variants on
WES. However, this is currently very difficult - if
not impossible - to assess.

Understanding the connectivity between
different layers of the biological substrate and
the dynamic evolution thereof is particularly
relevant in view of the recent introduction in
clinical routine of novel pharmacological agents
targeting fundamental patho-physiological
mechanisms of CLL rather than generic cancerassociated processes.

Scenario name

Scenario objective

Justification of scenario’s significance

Alignment with Business Models (WP3)

Association of biological profiles with
clinical outcomes (Scenario 4).

To facilitate the accurate prediction
of disease outcomes based on the
detailed characterization of
individual patient profiles, thus
promoting personalized prediction.

Currently, predictive modeling of CLL evolution
relies on the assessment and the integration of
selected variables mostly deriving from LT analysis
at single time points, hence overlooking the
combined effect of various subtle changes
cumulatively underlying disease dynamics;
particularly relevant considering the widely
divergent disease course observed between
patients with seemingly similar prognostic profiles
according to established risk stratification
schemes.

Promoting personalized prediction of disease
course including response to particular
treatment and eventual outcomes - time to
first treatment (pertinent to watch and wait
patients), progression-free survival (pertinent
to treated patients)
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Table 14. Outline of ICU user scenarios
Scenario name

Early detection of
deterioration
(scenario 1)

Scenario objective
To permit identification of patient
deterioration based on analysis of multiple
parameters, even when vital sign values
fall within the normal range

Justification of scenario’s significance
Early interventions are more effective in critically ill
patients, but unnecessary interventions have financial
and health costs.
To permit early interventions – to facilitate decision
making

Early recognition of
catheter-related
blood stream
infection (CR-BSI)
(scenario 2)

To permit identification of CR-BSI hours
before the physician to permit timely
removal of catheter – to assist decision
making on suspected CR-BSI

Early catheter removal and antibiotic administration is
the only recognized way to reduce morbidity and
mortality from sepsis from CR-BSI – unnecessary
catheter removals and antibiotics have financial and
health costs.

Alignment with Business Models (WP3)
Integration of different data types and biosignals and finding patterns prior to clinical
events and extract features is included in
AEGLE’s platform service, as considered for the
business model
Integration of different data types and biosignals and finding patterns prior to CR-BSI and
extract features for development of a scoring
system to facilitate decision making is included
in AEGLE’s platform service, as considered for
the business model

To permit early intervention – to facilitate decision
making

Monitoring nutrition
(scenario 3)

To identify nutrition targets, calculate and
visualize deficits of currently administered
nutrition to permit optimization of
nutrition

Optimal nutrition targets in critically ill patients remain
unknown, while computation of needs is complicated
and adherence to current guidelines is poor. Computerguided protocols in similar setting have been proven
valuable.

Computation and visualization of nutrition
deficits and their association with clinical
outcomes is included in AEGLE’s platform
service, as considered for the business model

Provide information on nutrition targets – facilitate
through visualization adherence to set targets

Monitoring patientventilator interaction
(PVI)
(scenario 4)

To define clusters of ineffective efforts
associated with adverse patient outcome

Assisted ventilation
optimal settings

To identify periods of sustained high
distending pressures during assisted
ventilation, and explore causes and

Ineffective efforts occur often during mechanical
ventilation, but means to identify the clinically
significant cases were lacking.
A mathematical definition of clusters of ineffective
efforts has been developed, and the association with
adverse patient outcome has been confirmed.
Presence of high distending pressures during controlled
mechanical ventilation are associated with increased
morbidity and mortality. Due to technical difficulties, no

Identification of clusters of ineffective efforts
using streaming data of patient’s and
ventilator’s respiratory parameters is included in
AEGLE’s platform service, as considered for the
business model

Identification of periods of high distending
pressures during assisted ventilation and
extraction of related features is included in

Scenario name

(scenario 5)

Scenario objective
predisposing conditions

Justification of scenario’s significance
data are available for assisted ventilation.
A method has been developed to identify periods of
high distending pressures during assisted ventilation to
identify causes and predisposing conditions
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Alignment with Business Models (WP3)
AEGLE’s platform service, as considered for the
business model

Table 15. Outline of T2D user scenarios
Scenario name

Scenario objective

Justification of scenario’s significance

Alignment with Business Models (WP3)

Responsiveness to secondline agents

Predict hypo- and hyper-responders to
three second-line classes of agents (GLP-1
agonists, SGLT inhibitors, and DPP-4
inhibitors)

Second-line agents expensive and currently used on a
trial of N=1 basis.

Improved early control and reduced costs by
reducing trials of N=1.

Diabetic control

Develop models for predicting optimal
reduction in HbA1c

HbA1c validated surrogate marker for microvascular
complications which include blindness and renal
failure.

Integration of databases. Reduction in
complications will reduce costs.

Clustering

Hypothesis generating data mining for
phenotypic associations with outcomes

Determining combinations of phenotypes that may
require different treatment

Integration of databases. Better and more costeffective treatment can be achieved.

Pharmacovigilance

Detection of unsuspected adverse drug
effects, particularly from combinations of
drugs

Important addition to Phase IV (postmarketing)
surveillance

Integration of databases. Detection of adverse
drug effects in real life practice, where
combinations of drugs are the rule.

Data schema XMLs
<file tags="clonosCDR3_full|excl_clonosCDR3" type="CSV">
<description>This schema describes datasets that are produced either by the CDR3 Clonotypes Computation
tool as the full list of CDR3 clonotypes (i.e., the first output file of the tool) or the Exclusive CDR3
Clonotypes Computation tool.</description>
<columns number="5">
<column name="" datatype="index" optional="no">the index of the CDR3 clonotype</column>
<column name="AA JUNCTION" datatype="string" optional="no">the animo-acide juction of the CDR3
clonotype</column>
<column name="Reads" datatype="integer" optional="no">the number of sequence reads in the input
dataset (first input dataset if associated with exclusive clonotypes) belonging to the CDR3
clonotype</column>
<column name="Reads/Total" datatype="string" optional="no">the relative frequency of the CDR3
clonotype in the input dataset (first input dataset if associated with exclusive clonotypes) as ratio of
clonotype reads to total reads</column>
<column name="Frequency %" datatype="double" optional="no">the relative frequency of the CDR3
clonotype in the input dataset (first input dataset if associated with exclusive clonotypes) as
percentage</column>
</columns>
</file>

Listing 1. Example of CLL dataset Schema
"100672": {
"aegle_episode_id": "100672",
"demographics": {
"gender": "MAN",
"age":

74,

"weight":

66,

"height":

174,

"bmi": 21.799,
"bsa":

3.19

},
"outcome": {
"dateOfExit": 3.636e+05,
"ventilationPeriod": [ 61200, 62220, 63300, 64800, 67320, 79200, 81840, 82320, 97200, 98880,
1.044e+05, 1.152e+05, 1.188e+05, 1.224e+05, 1.296e+05, 1.404e+05, 1.4052e+05, 1.548e+05, 1.692e+05,
1.836e+05, 1.8378e+05, 1.872e+05, 1.908e+05, 1.98e+05, 1.9956e+05, 2.124e+05, 2.1468e+05, 2.268e+05,

2.2734e+05, 2.376e+05, 2.4084e+05, 2.448e+05, 2.4834e+05, 2.52e+05, 2.556e+05, 2.5788e+05, 2.592e+05,
2.7e+05, 2.7114e+05, 2.736e+05, 2.772e+05, 2.88e+05 ],
"Hospitalization": {
"tranfused RBC": [

0 ],

"tranfused FFP": [

0 ],

"fluid balance total": [
"cvvh days": [

0 ],

0 ],

"nimv use": [ true ],
"nimv days": [ 2 ],
"nimv status": [ false ],
"mv control days": [

0 ],

"mv total days": [ 4 ],
"ventilator free days 28": [
"APACHE-II admission": [
"SOFA pre-admission": [

0 ],
0 ],
0 ],

"new renal failure-dialysis": [

0 ]

},
"dailies": {
"sodiumD": {
"day": [

0,

1,

"value": [ 86.179, 50.822,

2,

3 ],

359.9, 22.286 ]

},
"chlorideD": {
"day": [

0,

1,

2,

3 ],

"value": [ 68.281, 75.272, 359.19, 28.594 ]
},
"glucoseD": {
"day": [

0,

"value": [ 3.9216,

1,

2,

3 ],

23.53, 15.686, 3.9604 ]

}
}
},
"nutrition": {
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"intake": {
"calories": {
"timestamp": [ 2.484e+05, 3.06e+05, 3.636e+05 ],
"value": [

270,

360,

480 ]

},
"proteins": {
"timestamp": [ 2.484e+05, 3.06e+05, 3.636e+05 ],
"value": [

10.8,

14.4,

19.2 ]

},
"fat": {
"timestamp": [ 2.484e+05, 3.06e+05, 3.636e+05 ],
"value": [

10.8,

14.4,

19.2 ]

},
"minerals": {
"81930-0": {
"value": [

6,

2.88 ],

"timestamp": [ 2.592e+05, 3.456e+05 ]
}
}
},
"requirements": {
"calories": {
"TS": {
"value": [ 492.84, 492.84, 555.54, 507.14, 555.54, 492.84, 492.84, 492.84, 492.84, 492.84, 492.84, 492.84,
492.84 ],
"timestamp": [ 18000, 46800, 75600, 1.044e+05, 1.332e+05, 1.62e+05, 1.908e+05, 2.196e+05, 2.484e+05,
2.772e+05, 3.06e+05, 3.348e+05, 3.636e+05 ]
},
"weightBased":

1650

},
"proteins":

66,

"fat": [],
"minerals": []
},
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"deviation": {
"calories": {
"timestamp": [

75600, 1.62e+05, 2.484e+05, 3.348e+05, 3.636e+05 ],

"difference": [ -1541.2, -1555.5, -1208.5, -1118.5, -12.84 ],
"percentage": [

0,

0, 0.18262, 0.24349, 0.97395 ],

"requirements": [ 1541.2, 1555.5, 1478.5, 1478.5, 492.84 ],
"intake": [

0,

0,

"Nonproteins": [

270,

0,

"nitrogen": [

0,

0,

0,

360,

226.8,
67.5,

480 ],

302.4,
90,

403.2 ],
120 ]

},
"proteins": {
"timestamp": [

0,

"difference": [

-66,

"percentage": [

0,

"requirements": [
"intake": [

86400, 1.728e+05, 2.592e+05, 3.456e+05 ],
-66,

-55.2,

-51.6,

-46.8 ],

0, 0.16364, 0.21818, 0.29091 ],

66,
0,

0,

0.36,

0.36,

66,

66,

66,

10.8,

14.4,

19.2 ]

66 ],

}
},
"derived": {
"fatCalories": {
"value": [

0.36 ],

"timestamp": [ 2.484e+05, 3.06e+05, 3.636e+05 ]
},
"nonProteinCalories": {
"value": [

226.8,

302.4,

403.2 ],

"timestamp": [ 2.484e+05, 3.06e+05, 3.636e+05 ]
},
"nitrogen": {
"value": [

67.5,

90,

120 ],

"timestamp": [ 2.484e+05, 3.06e+05, 3.636e+05 ]
}
},
"intakeFixed": {
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"Nutrition 8h": {
"valueCalories": [
0,
480 ],

0,

"valueProteins": [
0,
19.2 ],
"valueFat": [
0,
19.2 ],

0,

0,

0,

0,

0,

0,

0,

0,

0,

0,

0,

0,

0,

0,

0,

0,

0,

270,

0,

360,

0,

0,

0,

10.8,

0,

14.4,

0,

14.4,

0,

0,

0,

10.8,

"timestamp": [ 18000, 46800, 75600, 1.044e+05, 1.332e+05, 1.62e+05, 1.908e+05, 2.196e+05, 2.484e+05,
2.772e+05, 3.06e+05, 3.348e+05, 3.636e+05 ]
},
"Nutrition 24h": {
"timestamp": [

0,

86400, 1.728e+05, 2.592e+05, 3.456e+05 ],

"valueCalories": [

0,

0,

270,

360,

480 ],

"valueProteins": [

0,

0,

10.8,

14.4,

19.2 ],

"valueFat": [

0,

0,

10.8,

14.4,

19.2 ]

}
},
"stats": {
"firstOccurance": [
{
"valueCal": null,
"hoursCal": null,
"valueFat": null,
"hoursFat": null,
"valueProt": null,
"hoursProt": null
}
],
"vitMin": [
{
"81930-0":

8.88

}
],
"deficit": {
"calories absolute":

1110,
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"calories deficit": -5436.5,
"calories percentage": 0.16956,
"nonProteins":
"nitrogen":

0.84,
0.25,

"proteins absolute":

44.4,

"proteins deficit": -285.6,
"proteins percentage": 0.13455,
"fat absolute":

44.4,

"fat calories percentage":

0.36

}
}
},
"biosignals": {
"raw": {
"timestamp": [ 64800, 68400, 72000, 75600, 79200, 82800, 86400, 86520, 90000, 93600, 97200,
1.008e+05, 1.044e+05, 1.047e+05, 1.08e+05, 1.116e+05, 1.152e+05, 1.188e+05, 1.224e+05, 1.26e+05, 1.263e+05,
1.296e+05, 1.332e+05, 1.344e+05, 1.368e+05, 1.404e+05, 1.44e+05, 1.4586e+05, 1.476e+05, 1.512e+05,
1.548e+05, 1.584e+05, 1.6074e+05, 1.62e+05, 1.656e+05, 1.692e+05, 1.728e+05, 1.731e+05, 1.764e+05, 1.8e+05,
1.836e+05, 1.872e+05, 1.908e+05, 1.9116e+05, 1.9206e+05, 1.944e+05, 1.98e+05, 2.016e+05, 2.052e+05,
2.0622e+05, 2.088e+05, 2.124e+05, 2.16e+05, 2.196e+05, 2.232e+05, 2.268e+05, 2.304e+05, 2.3214e+05,
2.34e+05, 2.376e+05, 2.412e+05, 2.4444e+05, 2.448e+05, 2.484e+05, 2.52e+05, 2.556e+05, 2.592e+05,
2.628e+05, 2.664e+05, 2.7e+05, 2.736e+05, 2.772e+05, 2.781e+05, 2.808e+05, 2.844e+05, 2.88e+05, 2.916e+05,
2.952e+05, 2.9604e+05, 2.988e+05, 3.024e+05, 3.06e+05, 3.0918e+05, 3.096e+05, 3.132e+05, 3.168e+05,
3.204e+05, 3.24e+05, 3.276e+05, 3.312e+05, 3.3198e+05, 3.348e+05, 3.384e+05, 3.42e+05, 3.456e+05,
3.492e+05, 3.5214e+05, 3.528e+05, 3.564e+05, 3.6e+05, 3.636e+05, 3.6564e+05, 3.672e+05, 3.708e+05,
3.744e+05, 3.78e+05, 3.7842e+05, 3.816e+05, 3.852e+05 ],
"8478-0": [
76.3,
62,
80.7,
78,
64.7,
62.7,
64, null,
64.3,
65.3,
65.3,
63.7,
63, null,
62,
64.7,
60,
58.3,
62,
63, null,
64,
67, null,
64,
66.3,
71, null,
64,
66,
67.3,
69.7, null,
69,
66,
70.3,
64.7, null,
61,
60.3,
59.3,
60,
61.3, null, null,
63.3,
61.7,
65.7,
59, null,
57.3,
67,
68.7,
81,
63.3,
66.7,
71.7, null,
68.7,
67.7,
71.3, null,
59.7,
62.7,
70.3,
70.3,
73,
74.3,
69,
56.3,
54.3,
59, null,
59.7,
59,
60.3,
65,
59.3, null,
55.3,
55.3,
57,
null,
55.7,
54,
73,
56.3,
55.7,
58.7,
61.3,
50.7,
57,
57.3,
56,
53.7,
55.3, null,
55.3,
61,
63,
62.7, null,
59.7,
59.7,
61.7,
56.7, null,
59.7,
57.3 ],
}
},
"ventilation": {
"1925-7": {
"value": [
-3.3,
-3.5,

-1,
-2.3,
-1.8,
-1.1,
-1.1,
-3.2,
-4,
-3,
-3.2,
-4.9,
-4.9,
-4.8,
-3.7 ],

-3.7,

-1.6,

-2.9,

-4.1,

-4.3,

"timestamp": [ 59820, 79320, 90000, 97500, 1.044e+05, 1.191e+05, 1.272e+05, 1.3866e+05, 1.5354e+05,
1.659e+05, 1.8486e+05, 1.9902e+05, 2.2494e+05, 2.3724e+05, 2.709e+05, 2.8884e+05, 3.0198e+05, 3.4494e+05,
3.5844e+05, 3.7122e+05 ]
}
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},
"inout": {
"inout8": {
"9156-1": {
"value": [

100,

200,

200,

200,

"timestamp": [
72000, 1.008e+05,
3.024e+05, 3.312e+05, 3.6e+05 ]

200,

1.296e+05,

200,

1.584e+05,

200,

200,

1.872e+05,

200,

2.16e+05,

200,

200 ],

2.448e+05,

2.736e+05,

}
}
},
"exams": {
"10839-9": {
"value": [

0.334,

"timestamp": [

0.262,

0.262,

0.206,

0.148 ],

83814, 1.3264e+05, 1.6712e+05, 2.5247e+05, 3.4143e+05 ]

}
},
"drugs": {
"continuous": {
"A10AB01": {
"value": [
0,
20,

10,
20,

5,
0,

0,
0,

0,
10,

10,
10,

30,
1 ],

20,

0,

15,

20,

10,

10,

"timestamp": [ 79200, 90000, 97200, 1.044e+05, 1.188e+05, 1.296e+05, 1.404e+05, 1.584e+05, 1.908e+05,
2.016e+05, 2.16e+05, 2.448e+05, 2.556e+05, 3.024e+05, 3.06e+05, 3.276e+05, 3.312e+05, 3.6e+05, 3.636e+05,
3.744e+05 ]
}
}
}
}

Listing 2. Example of a KSON dataset schema for ICU

Structure of the YAML DICOM/CSV configuration file
The structure of the configuration file is as follows:
Table 16. YAML file configuration structure
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Categories

Type

Tag

Action

parameters

Optional

PARAM1

VALUE1

elements

Mandatory

TAG1

ACTION1

keepActions

Optional (available only with
DICOMS)

GROUP1

removeActions

Optional (available only with
DICOMS)

GROUP2

Parameters. You can define constants that will be used as parameters in the functions (c.f. below) of the
Anonymizer. To do so, just declare the parameters section and add your constants and the corresponding values as
follows:
parameters:
- tag: PARAM1
value: "VALUE1"
- tag: PARAM2
value: "VALUE2"

Functions. In the description of the configuration file, ElementName means that a tag is expected. You can specify
the tag as follows:
– DICOM
* ggggeeee (g=group, e=element), for example 00100010
– CSV
* ColumnName
* ColumnNumber
• this: ElementName can be replaced with the keyword this in order to apply the function to the current processed
element
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Structure of the DICOM Pixel Anonymizer Configuration file
The structure of the configuration file is as follows:
section: # Mandatory
# name
signature: # Mandatory
script: # Mandatory
identifier: "IDENTIFIER1" # Mandatory
test: "TEST1" # Mandatory
target: "TARGET1" # Mandatory
region: # Mandatory
- value: "VALUE1 " # Mandatory

Simple signature
signature:
script:
identifier: "[0008 ,0104]"
test: "containsIgnoreCase"
target: "IEC Body Dosimetry Phantom"

This signature will blank the region(s) of the DICOM where the DICOM tag “0008,0104” contains (not case
sensitive) the string “IEC Body Dosimetry Phantom”.
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Complex signature
signature:
conditions:
andOperator:
script:
identifier: "[0008 ,0070]"
test: "containsIgnoreCase"
target: "VITAL Images"
identifier: "[0028 ,0010]"
test: "containsIgnoreCase"
target: "1041"
orOperator:
script:
identifier: "[0008 ,103e]"
test: "containsIgnoreCase"
target: "AAA"
identifier: "[0008 ,103e]"
test: "containsIgnoreCase"
target: "Report"

This signature is more complex due to the and/or conditions.
It will blank the region(s) of the DICOM where:
• The tag “0008,0070” contains (not case sensitive) “VITAL Images” and the tag “0028,0010” contains (not
case sensitive) “1041”
• and the tag “0008,103e” contains (not case sensitive) “AAA” OR “Report”.

Available script functions
• contains
• containsIgnoreCase
• equals
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Region
A region is a rectangular area of an image, specified by four integers, separated by commas. You can have one or
more regions per section.
The four integers represent: (left position, top position, width, height)
Syntax:
region:
- value: "(0 ,0 ,795 ,150)"
NB: Setting the four integers to 0 will skip the pixel anonymization process for the specified hardware.
region:
- value: "(0,0,0,0)"

Data model and formats
Table 17. Available clinical variables categories/specializations
Clinical Variable
Categories/Specializations

Description

Measurement

Any estimation of the physical quantity (e.g. height, weight, heart rate, RV volume
etc.). It is important to note that each measurement has a numeric value and is
associated with a unit of measurement (Unit object). Any float values should be
stored as a Measurement object.

StringValue

Any free text (e.g. comment, note, explanation etc.). Annotations can be related with
any other clinical variables (of different categories) facilitating the efficient storage of
any kind of the patient data with the associated annotations.

BlobValue

base64 value.

BooleanValue

'true' or 'false' values.

IntegerValue

Any integer value which is not a Measurement.

DateValue

Store any date or datetime value.

Observation

There are many clinical variables that are assessed based on some classification(s). A
classification is a collection of several predefined values which constrains the range
of the variable values. The assessment consists of the selection of an element from
this collection. For example, the assessment of the severity of RV dilation is based on
the selection of one value from the predefined set of strings ("no", "moderate",
"severe"). Such an observation is associated with a ClassificationItem object.
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Clinical Variable
Categories/Specializations

Description

DicomData

A DICOM image itself as a binary file can be stored in many different ways (e.g., in
the database as BLOB, in the file system, at some URL, etc.). The relevant image
associated data (or image meta-data) can be extracted from the image and stored in
the database to facilitate the efficient query processing on image data without
accessing the image file. It is expected that this table will be extended, possibly
adding more meta-data structures. Currently, several attributes are defined mostly
for storing the DICOM tags that uniquely identify the DICOM image as well as the
study, the series etc.

FileValue

File which can be stored in many different ways (e.g., in the database as BLOB, in the
file system, at some URL, etc.).

ExternalResource

The external resource is defined as any source of the binary data and identified by
URI. There is no assumption on the structure of the data in the resource and it is
considered to be an unstructured binary file. URI attribute is used to identify the
resource.

MedicalConceptInstance

Any medical event or other clinical variable can be tagged by the medical concept
which is defined at the semantic level of the model. For instance, the presence of the
particular symptom (e.g. cyanosis, chest pain etc.) is captured through the
instantiation of the medical concept representing the symptom as a
MedicalConceptInstance object with the reference to a MedicalConcept object.

Table 18. Defined clinical variables categories
Clinical Variable Categories

Description

MSR

Measurements (the instances are stored in the Measurement table)

BLB

Blobs (BlobValue instances)

ANN

String (StringValue instances)

CLS

Classifications (Observation instances)

BOO

Booleans (BooleanValue instances)

DAT

Dates (DateValue instances)

INT

Integers (IntegerValue instances)
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Clinical Variable Categories

Description

FIL

Files (FileValue instances)

CNT

ClinicalVariableType Container

MCT

Mandatory ClinicalVariableType Container (ClinicalVariableContainer instances)

DCM

DICOM Images

URI

External Resources (ExternalResource instances)

MCN
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Medical Concepts (MedicalConceptInstance instances)
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Appendix C.

Architecture

Big Data Framework components
Table 19. AEGLE’s Big Data Framework components
Component

Description

Kubernetes

It provides an open source system for automating deployment, scaling and management of containerized
applications. [Burns 2016]

HDFS2

It implements the Hadoop distributed file system efficient data storage, and provides access and resilience
in AEGLEs cloud. [Shvachko 2010]

YARN

It implements the actual resource manager of the HDFS cluster. [Vavilapalli 2013]

Hadoop
MapReduce

It constitutes the Hadoop framework implementing the map-reduce programming model for parallel and
scalable data processing. [Shvachko 2010]

HBase11

It implements random, real-time read/write access to Big Data by providing Bigtable-like capabilities on
top of Hadoop and HDFS.

Sqoop

It implements an API for efficiently transferring data in/out of HDFS from third party data sources, e.g.
external SQL databases. [Jain 2013]

Phoenix

It enables Online transaction processing and operational analytics in Hadoop for low latency applications.

Spark

It constitutes a scalable execution engine supporting data caching, also implementing the map-reduce
programming model, for data intensive workloads, more specialized for iterative applications. [Zaharia
2010]

Livy12

It implements a REST interface for interacting with SPARK from anywhere. It supports executing snippets
of code or programs in a SPARK context that runs locally or in Hadoop YARN.

11

http://hbase. apache.org

12

https://github.com/cloudera/livy
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Figure 14. AEGLE User registration and initial case assignment

Access Rights
A user may have access rights to a variable number of specific projects and their resources at times. This implies
that an AEGLE user may be a member of a variable number of different access groups at any point in time. The
authentication JWT token generated on user login by Keycloak contains all the access rights configuration (access
rights, group memberships, allowed client and realm roles etc.). Proper propagation of the authorization token to
the AEGLE platform components, namely to the FEDEHR Big Data Service and to the Big Data infrastructure via the
Apache Knox proxy service, ensures that the user access rights are known and available throughout the platform.
Configuration needs of the platform components, so that they all abide to the sharing scheme presented
previously will be reported in D5.3, along with the details of the platform’s authentication/authorization end to
end scheme.

Generic and Use Case Specific Application Design Issues
Generic application design issues are analyzed in section 2. It is therefore worthwhile to elaborate on use case
specific requirements starting from the ICU case.
Since the data used in the ICU EHR data analysis are of various types (time-series, single values) a mix of the abovementioned visualization techniques are used. Specifically, an ICU case user has the opportunity to make an initial
selection regarding the attribute on which the analysis will be based. Thus, for the analysis of ICU EHR data, a
patient profile object is used that contains all the information for the patient or a disease code object that contains
all the information for the disease. First, selected data from the EHR are inserted into the object, either the patient
or the disease specific. The user selects and performs a series of analysis, provides the parameters he/she desires
(frequency, time intervals etc.) and the analysis results are inserted into the object along with the initial EHR data.
As a result, the final patient or disease specific object includes all the required information and is ready for
visualization.
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A specific use case scenario per patient concerning nutrition data included into EHR data is presented below. The
first column in Table 20 shows the nutrition parameters that should be analyzed and visualized in conjunction with
the clinical variables from EHR. The visualization requirements per nutrition variable are given below:
Table 20. Nutrition monitoring and analysis – data
Calories

Proteins

Absolute value

Fat

Vitamins and trace
elements

Absolute value

Absolute value

% of recommended / Per % of recommended / Per
kg BW
kg BW
Deficit

Absolute value

calories from fat as % of total
calories (1gr fat=9cal)

Deficit

Non-protein
calories/nitrogen

User should be able to choose among the following frequency options
a.
b.
c.
d.

Per 8h: only the fraction cal/prot
Per day: all nutrition variables
In total: all nutrition variables
In user specified time intervals: all nutrition variables

The outcome of this analysis is the variables presented in the third column in Table 21 that should also be
visualized.
Table 21. Nutrition monitoring and analysis – user requirements
Variables from Nutrition

Clinical Variables from EHR

Outcome variables

Calories

Type of admission

ICU survival

Proteins

Apache-II admission

ICU stay

Fat

SOFA score

Ventilator days

Vitamins

Diagnosis (specific 5)

Ventilator-free days by day28

Trace elements

Comorbidities (specific 5)

Vasopressor-free days by day 14/28

Mechanical ventilation

Use of RRT
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Variables from Nutrition

Clinical Variables from EHR

Outcome variables

RRT

SOFA score change

ICU stay (to exclude ≤ 72h)

Lab tests results (specific 5)

Medications (specific 3)

ICU-acquired Infections

Lab test results (specific 10)
Transfusions

For the T2D analytics, the data used include information related to patient demographics, treatment undertaking,
diagnosis dates, complications and diagnostic measurements. The current analytics available for T2D case allows
the user to perform classification operation such as population pyramids where they can look at the population
distribution of the patients according to a chosen measurement variable such as HbA1c at different age categories.
Further, they can also create a stacked chart where they can visualize the occurrence of a complication such as
amputation or blindness on the pyramid chart.
Another case of visualization in T2D analytic is after the risk prediction analysis for predicting risk ratios of a given
complication on the database. The user will be able to visualize the analysis outcomes on a survival graph. The
graph shows the change in risk ratios for each predictor variable over a period of time of few years.
Table 22. T2D Analysis variables
Variables selected

Outcomes

HbA1c / Occurrences of a complication (e.g. amputation)

Population pyramid visualization

HA1c / Blood pressure / BMI / Lipids / Age / Type of
Diabetes

Population pyramid visualization
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Appendix D.

Analytic Tools & Workflows

List of tools/Workflows
Analyses’ abbreviations:
 ΙR = Immunegenetic Repertoire
 IM = Immunogenetic Mutation
IR Workflows’ abbreviations:
 Aux = Auxiliary
 SPRE = Single-Person Repertoire Extraction
 IePRC = Inter-Person Repertoire Comparison
 IaPRC = Intra-Person Repertoire Comparison
 SPA = Subset Pattern Analysis
IM Workflows’ abbreviations:
 Aux = Auxiliary
 DEV = Data Exploration & Visualization
 GSV = Groups Sequence Variability
 AACE = AA Changes Exploration
 SMA = Shared Mutation Analysis
Table 23. Immunogenetic Repertoire Analysis tools
Tool

Description

Data Utilization

Validation Methods

(Workflow)

IMGT Report
Concatenation
(Auxiliary)

IMGT Summary
Report Filtering
(Single-Person
Repertoire
Extraction)

Two or more IMGT
Report Files of TCR/BCR
sample in txt/csv
format. TCR/BCR
samples are one of the
five data types
supported in AEGLE.
For these tools, all 133
of the available
datasets can be used
corresponding to 100%
of the immuogenetic
data.

All tools were
technically verified,
Concatenates two or more IMGT Report
evaluated and
Files of the same type in a single report of
integrated on AEGLE
the same type/schema
platform as part of the
AEGLE prototype.
Functional correctness
was examined by
inspection and the
value of the analysis
was explored in
different scenarios, for
Performs a quality check on an IMGT report
example in publications
file so as to filter out reads that cannot be
IMGT
Report
Summary
[1,4,7] referred in
used on the subsequent analysis based on
File of TCR/BCR sample Appendix G.
several parameters. It produces a subset of
reads that satisfy the filtering parameters, a in txt/csv format
– complementary – subset of the reads that
fail the filtering parameters and a file the
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summarizes the filtering process outcomes

CDR3, V+CDR3,
J+CDR3,
V+J+CDR3,
V+J+D+CDR3
Clonotypes
Computation
(Single-Person
Repertoire
Extraction)

Processes a filter-in IMGT Summary report
to extract the clonotypes according to their
simplest definition (CDR3, V-Gene+CDR3, JGene+CDR3, V-Gene+J-Gene+CDR3, VGene+J-Gene+D-Gene+CDR3) and compute
their frequency. It generates the complete Filtered file (Filtering
list of clonotypes and their frequencies, the Output) in csv format
list of top-10 clonotypes and their
frequencies, as well as a summary of
clonotype computation outcomes (e.g.,
dominant clonotype, number of unique
CDR3, etc.)

V-Gene, J-Gene
Repertoire
Computation
(Single-Person
Repertoire
Extraction)

Processes a V+CDR3/J+CDR3 clonotype file
to extract the V-Gene repertoire (i.e., the
relative frequency of each V-Gene among
the clonotypes). It generates the complete
V-Gene/J-Gene repertoire, the repertoire of
top-10 V-Genes/J-Genes, as well as a
summary of repertoire computation
outcomes (just the dominant/mostfrequent V-Gene/J-Gene for the time being)

Top-10 CDR3
Exact Pairing
(Intra-Person
Repertoire
Comparison)

VJCDR3 Clonotypes
Lists the genes with which the AA Junctions (V+J+CDR3 Clonotypes
Computation Output)
of the top-10 Clonotypes are combined
in csv format

Top-10 CDR3
Inexact Pairing
(Intra-Person
Repertoire
Comparison)

VJCDR3 Clonotypes
Provides the number of Clonotypes with AA (V+J+CDR3 Clonotypes
Computation Output)
Junction similar to the top-10 Clonotypes
in csv format

Public CDR3,
V+CDR3, J+CDR3
Clonotypes
Computation
(Inter-Person
Repertoire
Comparison)

Processes the CDR3/VCDR3/JCDR3
clonotype files of 2 or more subjects to
discover the clonotypes that are present in
at least 2 subjects (public
CDR3/VCDR3/JCDR3 clonotypes). It
generates the list of public
CDR3/VCDR3/JCDR3 clonotypes, including
for each clonotype its frequency for every
subject and the number of subjects it is
found in.
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VCDR3/JCDR3
Clonotypes
(V+CDR3/JCDR3
Clonotypes
Computation
Output) in csv format

Two or more
CDR3/VCDR3/JCDR3
Clonotypes files
(CDR3/VCDR3/JCDR3
Clonotypes
Computation Outputs)
in csv format
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Exclusive CDR3,
V+CDR3, J+CDR3
Clonotypes
Computation
(Inter-Person
Repertoire
Comparison)

Processes the CDR3/V+CDR3/J+CDR3
clonotype files of 2 subjects (subject A and
B) to discover the CDR3/V+CDR3/ J+CDR3
clonotypes that are found only in subject A.
It generates the list of exclusive
CDR3/V+CDR3/ J+CDR3 clonotypes of
subject A, including their absolute and
relative frequency.

Two or more
CDR3/VCDR3/JCDR3
Clonotypes files
(CDR3/VCDR3/JCDR3
Clonotypes
Computation Outputs)
in csv format

V-Gene, J-Gene
Repertoire
Comparison
(Inter-Person
Repertoire
Comparison)

Processes the V-Gene/J-Gene repertoire
files of 2 or more subjects to compare the
frequencies of the V-Genes/J-Genes that
are present in at least 2 subjects. It
generates the list of public V-Genes/JGenes, including for each V-Gene/J-Gene its
frequency for every subject and its mean
frequency (over all subjects).

Two or more V/J
Repertoire Clonotypes
(V-Gene/ J-Gene
Repertoire
Computation Outputs)
in csv format

Subset #4, #8, #16 Classifies a patient to stereotyped subset
Pattern Extraction #4, #8, #16

IMGT Report Summary
and Junctions Files of
BCR sample in txt/csv
format. For these tools,
all 50 of the available
datasets can be used
corresponding to 100%
of the immunogenetic
BCR data.

Table 24. Immunogenetic Mutation Analysis tools
Tool / (Workflow)

Description

Data Utilization

Data Sources
Integration and
Dataset
Preprocessing
(Auxiliary)

4 IMGT Report files (Summary,
V-Region Mutations and AA
Change, Gapped Nt Seqs,
Gapped AA Seqs) of BCR
sample in txt/csv format,
Integrates IMGT reports,
Germlines Nt from GeneDB in
GENE-DB reference datasets
FASTA format, Germlines AA
and clinicobiological
from GeneDB in FASTA format
information and produces two
and IDs to Category/Subsets in
integrated datasets
txt format. For these tools, all
50 of the available datasets
can be used corresponding to
37,6% of the immunogenetic
data.

Filtering
(Auxiliary)

Filters the Integrated Cases
Dataset (ICD) and produces a
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Validation Methods

All tools were technically
verified, evaluated and
integrated on AEGLE platform
as part of the AEGLE prototype.
Functional correctness was
examined by inspection and the
value of the analysis was
explored in different scenarios,
for example in publications
[2,5] referred in Appendix G.

Integrated dataset (Data
Sources Integration and
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smaller dataset containing
only cases with desired
properties.

Dataset Preprocessing Output)
in csv format

Data
Management
(Data
Exploration and
Visualization)

Offers to the user
visualization of the patient
dataset.

Reference dataset (Data
Sources Integration and
Dataset Preprocessing Output)
and Case Filtered dataset
(Filtering Output) in csv format

AA Properties
Positional
Constitution
(Group
Sequence
Variability)

Calculates for each position of
the sequence (based in IMGT
numbering) the percentage
constitution of its elements.
This is calculated for amino
acid sequences but also for
the following amino acid
properties: Hydropathy,
Volume, Chemical,
Physicochemical, Charge.

Reference dataset (Data
Sources Integration and
Dataset Preprocessing Output)
or Case Filtered dataset
(Filtering Output) in csv format

Similarity
Analysis
Between Groups
of Patients
(Group
Sequence
Variability)

Assesses the differences or
the similarities among
different groups of patients
based on the AA & AA
Properties Positional
Constitution of each group.

Any output of previous step
(AA Properties Positional
Constitution) , for example
AAcase percentage, in csv
format

AA Changes
Analysis (Amino
Acid Changes
Exploration)

Reference dataset (Data
Performs an in –depth
Sources Integration and
investigation of the aminoacid
Dataset Preprocessing Output)
changes that occur though the
and Case Filtered dataset
SHM process.
(Filtering Output) in csv format

Comparative
Analysis
Between Groups
of Patients
(Amino Acid
Changes
Exploration)

Multiple outputs (for different
patient groups) of the
previous tool (AA Changes
Analysis) are fed to this tool in
order to perform a
comparative analysis among
them.

Identifies the somatic
hypermutations shared with
germlines in Integrated
Shared Mutation Reference Dataset. These
Analysis (Shared mutations may show a trend
Mutation
from a germline to another
Analysis)
germline. An extensive
feature extraction/
construction process follows
to investigate those
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Reference dataset (Data
Sources Integration and
Dataset Preprocessing Output)
and Case Filtered dataset
(Filtering Output) in csv format

Reference dataset (Data
Sources Integration and
Dataset Preprocessing Output)
and Case Filtered dataset
(Filtering Output) in csv format
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mutations.

Table 25. SeqMule Workflows adopted by AEGLE
Pipeline ID
(Workflow
Type)

workflow1
(normal)

workflow2
(normal)

workflow3
(normal)

workflow4
(somatic)

workflow5
(somatic)

workflow6
(somatic)

workflow7
(somatic)

Description

Data Utilization

Validation Methods

Calculates all types of variants performing
pair-ended cancer sample analysis
(reference genome) using BWA aligner
Pair-ended Whole Exome
and {GATKLite-UnifiedGenotyper +
Sequencing samples from cancer
SAMtools + Freebayes} variant callers
tissue in fasta/fastq format.
Calculates all types of variants performing Whole Exome Sequences are one
pair-ended cancer sample analysis
of the five data types supported in
(reference genome) using BWA aligner
AEGLE. For these workflows only
and {GATKLite-UnifiedGenotyper +
79 of 102 datasets can be used
SAMtools + Varscan} variant callers
(pre & post treatment samples of
All 7 workflows were
Calculates all types of variants performing the patient) which correspond to technically verified,
77,5 % of WES data.
pair-ended cancer sample analysis
evaluated and
(reference genome) using Bowtie2 aligner
integrated on AEGLE
and {GATKLite-UnifiedGenotyper +
platform as part of the
SAMtools + Varscan} variant callers
AEGLE prototype. As
Calculates all types of variants performing
they are the product of
pair-ended normal vs cancer samples
a pre-existing, adapted
analysis using BWA aligner and Varscan
software (SeqMule),
Pair-ended Whole Exome
variant caller
they have already
Sequencing samples from normal
undergone a thorough
Calculates all types of variants performing and cancer tissue in fasta/fastq
verification and
pair-ended normal vs cancer samples
format. Whole Exome Sequences
validation process.
analysis using BWA aligner and SAMtools are one of the five data types
variant caller
supported in AEGLE. For these
Calculates all types of variants performing workflows only 69 of 102 datasets
can be used (normal, pre & post
pair-ended normal vs cancer samples
analysis using Bowtie2 aligner and Varscan treatment samples of the patient)
which correspond to 67,5 % of
variant caller
WES data.
Calculates all types of variants performing
pair-ended normal vs cancer samples
analysis using Bowtie2 aligner and
SAMtools variant caller

Table 26. Tuxedo Workflows adopted by AEGLE

Pipeline ID
(Workflow
Type)
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Description

Data Utilization

Validation Methods
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Main version of the protocol. Performs
differential gene & transcript expression
workflow1
using reference genome and
(Reference
gene/transcript discovery between
and discovery)
patients (one sample or replicates) or
groups of patients

workflow2
(Reference
only)

workflow3
(Discovery
only)

Pair-ended RNA
Sequencing samples from
cancer tissue in fasta/fastq
Alternative version of the protocol.
format. RNA-seq are one
Performs differential gene & transcript
of the five data types
expression (RNA-seq) using reference
supported in AEGLE. For
genome only between patients (one
reference genome only between patients these workflows, all 20 of
(one sample or replicates) or groups of
the available datasets can
patients
be used corresponding to
100% of RNA-seq data.
Alternative version of the protocol.
Performs differential gene & transcript
expression (RNA-seq) using
gene/transcript discovery only between
patients (one sample or replicates) or
groups of patients

All 3 workflows were
technically verified,
evaluated and integrated on
AEGLE platform as part of
the AEGLE prototype. As
they are the product of a
pre-existing, adapted
software (Tuxedo), they have
already undergone a
thorough verification and
validation process.

Analyses’ abbreviations:
 EHR = Electronic health Record Data Analysis
 PVI = Patient Ventilator Interaction Analysis
 VN = Ventilator (Puritan Bennett)
 GN = Generic
IR Workflows’ abbreviations:
 Aux = Auxiliary
 Nut = Nutrition Analysis
 Det = Patient deterioration
 CRI = Catheter related infection
PVI Workflows’ abbreviations:
 Aux = Auxiliary
 FtEx = PVI Feature extraction analysis
 Cau = PVI Causality analysis
VN Workflows’ abbreviations:
 Std = Standard

Table 27. ICU scenario linked to analyses and workflows
Types of Data

Early detection
of deterioration

Structured
Data (EHR)

EHR.Aux
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CRI

EHR.Aux

Monitor nutrition

EHR.Aux

PVI monitoring

EHR.Aux

PAV

EHR.Aux
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Types of Data

Early detection
of deterioration

Semistructured
(Monitor
Data) *
Data
collection is
initiating
now
Semistructured
(Ventilators)

CRI

EHR.Det

EHR.CRI

GN

GN

Monitor nutrition

PVI monitoring

PAV

EHR.Nut

PVI.Aux

VN.Std

PVI.FtEx
PVI.Cau

Table 28. Electronic Health Record Analysis Tools
Pipeline ID
(Workflow Type)

Preprocess
signals
(Auxiliary)

Description

EHR Performs initial data cleaning, missing
values imputation and reformats the
EHR signals

Data Utilization

Validation Methods

A file that contains biosignals for
a set of patients

Populate Patient Creates a patient profile .JSON file that A set of .csv files containing
is used for the rest of the analysis
information about
Profile
demographics/ drug
(Auxiliary)
administration / nutrition etc,
plus a JSON formatted file with
the biosignals for a number of
patients (one or more )
Hospitalization
Features
(Auxiliary)

Calculates a set of features regarding
the stay in ICU (e.g. days free of
ventilation)

Derived Nutrition Calculates data deriving from the raw
(Nutrition
nutrition data
Statistics)
Nutrition
Requirements
(Nutrition
Statistics)

Calculates the patient’s nutritional
requirements (either every 8 hours or
daily)

Nutrition Deficit Calculates the patient’s nutritional
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All tools were
technically verified,
evaluated and
integrated/ executed
on AEGLE platform as
part of the AEGLE
A patient profile file which
contains structured patient data prototype. Functional
correctness was
in json format
examined by
A patient profile file which
inspection and the
contains structured patient data value of the analysis
in json format
was explored in
different scenarios.
A patient profile file which
contains structured patient data
in json format

A patient profile file which
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(Nutrition
Statistics)

balance based on requirements and
actual intake

contains structured patient data
in json format

Nutrition
Features

Creates set of features based on the
A patient profile file which
raw nutritional data and the calculated contains structured patient data
ones
in json format

(Nutrition
Statistics)
Recognize
catheter
infections
(Catheter
Related
Infection)

Applies a set of rules to recognize and
characterize infections

A patient profile file which
contains structured patient data
in json format

CRI result
extraction
(Catheter
Related
Infection)

Creates features related to CRI

A patient profile file which
contains structured patient data
in json format

Continuous drug Recreates the drug administration data A patient profile file which
Flow (Patient
as time-series, performs data quality
contains structured patient data
Deterioration)
control
in json format
Drug related
deterioration
(Patient
Deterioration)

Creates a set of features related to drug A patient profile file which
administration, Splits the signals and
contains structured patient data
drug administration time-series into
in json format
categories (event, non-event) for
upcoming analysis

Data Extraction

Extracts as a .CSV file the selected
information from the patient profile.

(Patient Profile
Data Extraction)

A patient profile file which
contains structured patient data
in json format

Table 29. PVI Analysis Tools
Pipeline ID
(Workflow Type)

PVI
Preprocessing

Description

Data Utilization

Validation Methods

Cleans/reformats/resamples the raw
A raw PVI dataset in csv format
PVI data and calculates additional time
series, as a combination of the already
existing ones

All tools were
technically verified,
evaluated and
(Auxiliary)
integrated executed
PVI indices (PVI Calculates a set of indices related to the A preprocessed PVI dataset in csv on AEGLE platform as
part of the AEGLE
Feature
IE experiencing by the patient
format
prototype. Functional
extraction)
correctness was
Combine Clinical Merge the clinical data with the PVI
A preprocessed PVI dataset and examined by
with Features
indices
medical records parameters in inspection and the
(PVI Feature
csv format and
value of the analysis
extraction)
was explored in
PVI Event
Performs a wavelet based analysis to
A preprocessed PVI dataset in csv different scenarios
and resulted in
Analysis (PVI
determine similarities between signals format
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Causality
analysis)

at the offset of IE events, and
determine whether the changes in
other signals follow or lead the changes
in the IE signal

publications [6,7] at
Appendix G

Table 30. Ventilator Analysis Tools
Pipeline ID
(Workflow Type)

Description

Data Utilization

Preprocess
Puritan Bennett

Cleans/reformats/resamples the raw
Bennett data

A raw Bennett dataset in csv
format

Process Puritan
Bennett

Calculates additional time series and
features

A preprocessed Bennett dataset
in csv format

Artifacts filter

Removes artifacts and interpolates the A preprocessed Bennett dataset
missing values.
in csv format

Validation Methods

A preprocessed Bennett dataset All tools were
technically verified,
in csv format
evaluated and
Total time
Computes the time duration of the valid A file in csv format with headers
integrated/executed
duration
parts of time-series.
containing a set of numerical
on AEGLE platform as
and/or categorical data
part of the AEGLE
Percentage time Computes the percentage time
A file in csv format with headers prototype. Functional
duration
duration for given intervals over the
containing a set of numerical
correctness was
total time duration of the valid parts of and/or categorical data
examined by
time-series.
inspection and the
Sustained
Identifies sustained intervals of time- A file in csv format with headers value of the analysis
was explored in
intervals
series for given values.
containing a set of numerical
different scenarios.
and/or categorical data
Smoothing

Smooths the time-series.

Fixed intervals

Identifies fixed intervals of time-series. A file in csv format with headers
containing a set of numerical
and/or categorical data

Intervals
statistics

Calculates a set of simple statistics for
time-series for given time intervals.

A file in csv format with headers
containing a set of numerical
and/or categorical data

Table 31. Generic Analysis Tools
Pipeline ID
(Workflow Type)

Description

Performs a selection of statistical tests
Statistical Tests

Creates predictive models and tests,
Predictive Model their performance
training
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Data Utilization

Validation Methods

A file in csv format with headers All tools were
containing a set of numerical
technically verified,
and/or categorical data
evaluated and
A file in csv format with headers integrated/executed
on AEGLE platform as
containing a set of numerical
part of the AEGLE
and/or categorical data
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Preprocessing

Applies a selection of preprocessing
methods (principal components
analysis, missing values imputation,
etc.)

A file in csv format with headers prototype. Functional
containing a set of numerical
correctness was
and/or categorical data
examined by
inspection and the
A file in csv format containing a value of the analysis
set of numerical data, each line was explored in
represents the pixels of an image different scenarios.

Utilize autoencoders as a
dimensionality reduction method to
extract features from a dataset

(or the equivalent of
multichannel time-series during a
time period)

Auto Extract
Features

Creates and applies a filter to timeseries

A file in csv format with headers
containing a set of numerical
and/or categorical data

FFT

Calculates the fast Fourier
transformation and frequency related
features for time-series

A file in csv format with headers
containing a set of time-series
data

Grouping

Applies a selection of methods
(clustering, thresholds etc.) to group
the dataset

A file in csv format with headers
containing a set of numerical
and/or categorical data

Wavelet
Computation

Calculates the discrete wavelet
A file in csv format with headers
transformation and related features for containing a set of time-series
time-series
data

Time-series filter

Time-series
statistics

Numerical
statistics

Calculates a set of simple statistics for
time-series

A file in csv format with headers
containing a set of time-series
data

Calculates a set of simple statistics for
numerical values

A file in csv format with headers
containing a set of numerical
data

Removes trends found in time-series

A file in csv format with headers
containing a set of time-series
data

De-Trend

Create NxN grid of interactive
JavaScript chart as an html file,
appropriate for the type of the N
Summary charts variables selected

A file in csv format with headers
containing a set of numerical
and/or categorical data

Table 32. ECG processing Analysis tools adapted by AEGLE
Pipeline ID
(Workflow Type)

Description

Fiducial Point
Detection

Detects RR peaks from an ECG

Refined Fiducial
Point Detection

Detects RR peaks from an ECG and
perform post-processing on the
result to remove falsely detected
peaks
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Data Utilization

A file containing ECG time-series,
csv format
A file containing ECG time-series,
csv format

Validation Methods

Well established
libraries, checked with
pre-annotated ECGs
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Table 33. T2D analytic tools
Tool
index

Analytics name

Tool Name

XML Descriptor

1

Population pyramid calculator

PopulationPyramid_Counter.R

PopulationPyramid_Counter.XML

2

Population Pyramid Visualizer

PopulationPyramid_Visualizer.R

PopulationPyramid_Visualizer.XML

3

Multiple imputations

Multiple_imputations.R

Multiple_imputations.XML

4

Proportional hazards model Amp_Predictor.R
predictor for Amputation

Amp_Predictor.XML

5

Proportional hazards model Blind_Predictor.R
predictor for Blindness

Blind_Predictor.XML

6

Proportional hazards model Stroke_Predictor.R
predictor for Stroke

Stroke_Predictor.XML

7

Proportional hazards model HeaFai_Predictor.R
predictor for Heart failure

HeaFai_Predictor.XML

8

Proportional hazards model ReFai_Predictor.R
predictor for Renal failure

ReFai_Predictor.XML

Tool Descriptors
<tool id="compClonoVCDR3" name="V-CDR3 Clonotypes Computation" version="0.9">
<description>Compute V-CDR3 clonotypes</description>
<command interpreter="spark-submit">
<script>comp_clono_VCDR3.py</script>
<arguments>$input $clonos $topcl $summ2 ${input.name}</arguments>
</command>
<inputs>
<param name="input" type="file" format="csv" tag="filterin" schema="filterin" label="Filtered-in
File" />
</inputs>
<outputs>
<data name="clonos" type="file"
label="${input.name}_clonotypes_VCDR3"
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format="csv"

tag="clonosVCDR3_full"

schema="clonosVCDR3_full"
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/>
<data name="topcl" type="file"
label="${input.name}_top10clonos_VCDR

format="csv"

tag="clonosVCDR3_top10"

schema="clonosVCDR3_top10"

3" />
<data name="summ2" type="file" format="csv" tag="clonosVCDR3_summary" schema="clonosVCDR3_summary"
label="${input.name}_summary_VCDR
3" />
</outputs>
<help>
This tool computes the (V-gene, CDR3) clonotypes and their frequencies.
</help>
</tool>

Listing 3. Example of CLL analytic tools’ description
<tool id="PVI_indices" name="PVI indices" version="1">
<description>Computes IE indices for PVI data</description>
<command>
<script>PVI_Event_Analysis.R</script>
<arguments>$input $patientID $filterLength $thres
$conAreaThres $areaOver $output $outputPath</arguments>

$minLength

$minPercentage

$maxDifference

</command>
<inputs>
<param name="input" type="file" format="csv" tag="preprocessedPVI" label="Preprocessed PVI file" />
<param name="$patientID " type="integer" label="Patient ID, use 'Auto' for auto-generated
patient ID based on input file name." />
<param
average filter" />

name="filterLength"

<param name="thres"
filtering to be considered event" />

type="integer"

type="float"

value="6"

value="1"

min="5"

min="0.1"

<param name="minLength" type="integer" value="4" min="3"
to be considered event" />
<param name="minPercentage" type="float"
IE value to be considered event" />
<param name="maxDifference" type="float"
filtered IE change to be considered event" />
<param name="conAreaThres" type="float"
time-series power threshold, used
to calculate

label="Length

label="Minimum

IE

of

moving

value

after

label="Minimum length of an area

value="0.6" min="0.2"

label="Minimum filtered

value="0.2" min="0" max=0.5

value="0.6" min="0.2"

label="Maximum

label="Percentage of IE

'area concentrating power X','concentrated density X%' indices "/>
<param

name="areaOver"
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type="integer"

value="3"

min="2"

label="IE

threshold
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for

calculating area_over_X_IE index." />
</inputs>
<outputs>
<data name="output" type="file" format="csv" tag="IEProcessedPVI" label="IE indices of PVI data" />
<data name="outputPath" type="string" tag="Output file location" />
</outputs>
<help>
This tool computes IE related features.
</help>
</tool>

Listing 4. Example of ICU analytic tools’ description
<tool id="PopulationPyramid_Counter" name="Population pyramid calculator" version="1">
<description>Calculations for Population Pyramid</description>
<command>
<script>PopulationPyramid_Counter.R</script>
<arguments>$input $var1 $output</arguments>
</command>
<inputs>
<param name="input" type="file" format="csv" tag="T2D dataset" label="T2D dataset file" />
<param name="var1" type="integer" label="Set a valu for the variable classification" />
</inputs>
<outputs>
<data name="output" type="file" format="csv" tag="PopulationPyramid_Table" label="Output CSV file
that includes the population pyramid table " />
</outputs>
<help>
This tool creates the population pyramid table.
</help>
</tool>

<tool id="PopulationPyramid_Visualizer" name="Population Pyramid Visualizer" version="1">
<description>Visualizes the population pyramid table</description>
<command>
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<script>PopulationPyramid_Visualizer.R</script>
<arguments>$input $output</arguments>
</command>
<inputs>
<param name="input" type="file" format="csv" tag="PopulationPyramid_Table" label="CSV file that
includes the population pyramid table" />
</inputs>
<outputs>
<data name="output" type="image" format="jpeg/png"
image file of the population pyramid chart" />

tag="PopulationPyramid_Chart"

label="Output

</outputs>
<help>
This tool visualizes the population pyramid table.
</help>
</tool>

<tool id="Multiple_imputations" name="Multiple imputations of the dataset" version="1">
<description>Populates the missing values in the dataset using Rubin`s rules methods</description>
<command>
<script>Multiple_imputations.R</script>
<arguments>$input $output</arguments>
</command>
<inputs>
<param name="input" type="file" format="csv" tag="T2D dataset" label="T2D dataset file" />
</inputs>
<outputs>
<data name="output" type="file" format="csv" tag="Imputated_dataset" label="Output CSV file of the
T2D dataset with missing values populated" />
</outputs>
<help>
This tool populates the missing values from the dataset.
</help>
</tool>
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<tool id="CPH_Predictor" name="Proportional hazards model predictor" version="1">
<description>Popualtes the missing values in the dataset using Rubin`s rules methods</description>
<command>
<script>CPH_Predictor.R</script>
<arguments>$input $output</arguments>
</command>
<inputs>
<param name="input" type="file" format="csv" tag="Imputated_dataset" label="CSV file of the T2D
dataset with missing values populatede" />
</inputs>
<outputs>
<data name="output" type="file" format="txt" tag="Hazard_Ratios" label="Output text file with
hazard ratios of predictor variables" />
</outputs>
<help>
This tool performs risk prediction of a T2D related complication from the dataset.
</help>
</tool>

Listing 5. Example of T2D analytic tools’ description

Analytic Workflow XMLs
<analysis title="Immunogenetic Repertoire" folder="immunoRepertoire">
<workflow title="Auxiliary" nrTools="1" folder="auxiliary" inputWorkflow="None">
<tool title="IMGT Report Concatenation" filename="appending" optional="no"/>
</workflow>
<workflow title="Single-Person Repertoire Extraction" nrTools="8" folder="spre"
inputWorkflow="Auxiliary | None">
<tool title="IMGT Summary Report Filtering" filename="ngs_filtering" optional="no">
<tool title="CDR3 Clonotype Computation" filename="comp_clono_CDR3"
optional="no"/>
<tool title="V+CDR3 Clonotype Computation" filename="comp_clono_VCDR3"
optional="no">
<tool title="V-Gene Repertoire Computation" filename="comp_repertoire_V"
optional="no"/>
</tool>
<tool title="J+CDR3 Clonotype Computation" filename="comp_clono_JCDR3"
optional="yes">
<tool title="J-Gene Repertoire Computation" filename="comp_repertoire_J"
optional="yes"/>
</tool>
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<tool title="V+J+CDR3 Clonotype Computation" filename="comp_clono_VJCDR3"
optional="yes"/>
<tool title="V+D+J+CDR3 Clonotype Computation" filename="comp_clono_VDJCDR3"
optional="yes"/>
</tool>
</workflow>
<workflow title="Intra-Person Repertoire Comparison" nrTools="2" folder="iaprc"
inputWorkflow="Single-Person Repertoire Extraction">
<tool title="CDR3-Gene Exact Pairing" filename="cdr3_gene_exact_pairing" optional="no"/>
<tool title="Gene-Gene Inexact Pairing" filename="gene_gene_inexact_pairing"
optional="no"/>
</workflow>
<workflow title="Inter-Person Repertoire Comparison" nrTools="8" folder="ieprc"
inputWorkflow="Single-Person Repertoire Extraction">
<tool title="Public CDR3 Clonotype Computation" filename="pub_clono_CDR3" optional="no"/>
<tool title="Public V+CDR3 Clonotype Computation" filename="pub_clono_VCDR3"
optional="no"/>
<tool title="Public J+CDR3 Clonotype Computation" filename="pub_clono_JCDR3"
optional="yes"/>
<tool title="Exclusive CDR3 Clonotype Computation" filename="exclus_clono_CDR3"
optional="no"/>
<tool title="Exclusive V+CDR3 Clonotype Computation" filename="exclus_clono_VCDR3"
optional="no"/>
<tool title="Exclusive J+CDR3 Clonotype Computation" filename="exclus_clono_JCDR3"
optional="yes"/>
<tool title="V-Gene Repertoire Comparison" filename="compare_repertoire_V" optional="no"/>
<tool title="J-Gene Repertoire Comparison" filename="compare_repertoire_J"
optional="yes"/>
</workflow>
</analysis>

<analysis title="Immunogenetic Mutation" folder="immunoMutation">
</analysis>

Listing 6. Example of minimal meaningful CLL analytics workflow.
<analysis title="Nutrition Analysis" folder="EHR">
<workflow title="Standard EHR preprocessing" nrTools="3" folder="AUX" inputWorkflow="None">
<tool
title="Preprocess
filename="preprocessSignals" optional="no"/>

EHR

<tool
title="Populate
filename="patientProfile" optional="no"/>
<tool title="Hospitalization
filename="patientProfile" optional="yes"/>

signals"

Patient

Features"

scriptname="prepareEHRSignals.R"

Profile"

scriptname="populatePatient.R"

scriptname="calculateHospitalizationFeatures.R"

</workflow>
<workflow

title="Nutrition
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Statistics"

nrTools="4"

folder="Nut"

inputWorkflow="Standard
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EHR

preprocessing">
<tool
title="Derived
filename="patientProfile" optional="no"/>
<tool
title="Nutrition
filename="patientProfile" optional="no"/>

Nutrition"

scriptname="calculateDerivedNutrition.R"

Requirements"

<tool
title="Nutrition
filename="patientProfile" optional="no"/>

scriptname="calculateNutritionRequirements.R

Deficit"

<tool
title="Nutrition
filename="patientProfile" optional="yes"/>

scriptname="calculateNutritionDeficit.R"

Features"

scriptname="calculateNutritionStats.R"

</workflow>
<workflow title="Patient Profile Data Extraction" nrTools="1" folder="AUX" inputWorkflow="Nutrition
Statistics">
<tool

title="Data

Extraction"

scriptname="produceStats.R

filename="extractedData"

optional="yes"/>
</workflow>
</analysis>

<analysis title="Patient Deterioration" folder="EHR">
<workflow title="Standard EHR preprocessing" nrTools="3" folder="AUX" inputWorkflow="None">
<tool
title="Preprocess
filename="preprocessSignals" optional="no"/>
<tool
title="Populate
filename="patientProfile" optional="no"/>
<tool title="Hospitalization
filename="patientProfile" optional="yes"/>

EHRS

signals"

Patient

Features"

scriptname="prepareEHRSignals.R"

Profile"

scriptname="populatePatient.R"

scriptname="calculateHospitalizationFeatures.R"

</workflow>
<workflow
preprocessing">

title="Patient

Deterioration"

nrTools="3"

<tool
title="Continuous
filename="patientProfile" optional="no"/>

drug

Flow"

<tool
title="Drug
related
filename="patientProfile" optional="no"/>

deterioration"

folder="Det"

inputWorkflow="Standard

EHR

scriptname="calculateContinuousDrug.R"

scriptname="calculateDeteriorationDrug.R"

</workflow>
<workflow title="Patient Profile Data Extraction" nrTools="1" folder="AUX" inputWorkflow=" Patient
Deterioration ">
<tool

title="Data

Extraction"

scriptname="produceStats.R

filename="extractedData"

optional="yes"/>
</workflow>
</analysis>
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<analysis title="Catheter Related Infection" folder="EHR">
<workflow title="Standard EHR preprocessing" nrTools="3" folder="AUX" inputWorkflow="None">
<tool
title="Preprocess
filename="preprocessSignals" optional="no"/>
<tool
title="Populate
filename="patientProfile" optional="no"/>

EHRS

signals"

Patient

<tool title="Hospitalization
filename="patientProfile" optional="yes"/>

scriptname="prepareEHRSignals.R"

Profile"

Features"

scriptname="populatePatient.R"

scriptname="calculateHospitalizationFeatures.R"

</workflow>
<workflow title="Catheter Related Infection" nrTools="2" folder="CRI" inputWorkflow="Standard EHR
preprocessing">
<tool
title="Recognize
filename="patientProfile" optional="no"/>
<tool
title="CRI
filename="patientProfile" optional="no"/>

catheter

infections"

result

extraction"

scriptname="catheterMicroExams.R"

scriptname="catheterMassReport.R"

</workflow>
<workflow title="Patient Profile Data Extraction" nrTools="1" folder="AUX" inputWorkflow=" Patient
Deterioration ">
<tool

title="Data

Extraction"

scriptname="produceStats.R

filename="extractedData"

optional="yes"/>
</workflow>
</analysis>

<analysis title="Puritan Bennett analysis" folder="VN">
<workflow title="Puritan Bennett analysis " nrTools="2" inputWorkflow="None">
<tool title="Preprocess Puritan Bennett" scriptname="rawBennett.R " filename="rawBennett"
optional="no"/>
<tool title="Process Puritan Bennett" scriptname="addSignals.R " filename="preBennett"
optional="no"/>
</analysis>

<analysis title=" PVI Feature extraction analysis " folder="PVI">
<workflow title="PVI preprocessing" nrTools="1" folder="AUX" inputWorkflow="None">
<tool title="PVI Preprocessing" scriptname="PVIpre.R" filename="rawPVI" optional="no"/>
</workflow>
<workflow
preprocessing ">

title="PVI

<tool

Feature

title="PVI
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extraction"

indices"

nrTools="2"

folder="

scriptname="PVI_indices.R"

FtEx

"

inputWorkflow="

filename="

PVI

preprocessedPVI"
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optional="no"/>
<tool
title="Combine
Clinical
filename="IEProcessedPVI" optional="yes"/>

with

Features"

scriptname="combineClinical.R"

</workflow>
</analysis>

<analysis title=" PVI Feature extraction analysis " folder="PVI">
<workflow title="PVI preprocessing" nrTools="1" folder="AUX" inputWorkflow="None">
<tool

title="PVI

Preprocessing"

scriptname="PVIpre.R"

filename="preprocessSignals"

optional="no"/>
</workflow>
<workflow title="PVI Causality analysis" nrTools="1" folder="CAU" inputWorkflow=" PVI preprocessing
">
<tool
title="PVI
preprocessedPVI" optional="no"/>

Event

Analysis"

scriptname="PVI_Event_Analysis.R"

filename="

</workflow>
</analysis>

Listing 7. Example of minimal meaningful ICU analytics workflow.
<tool id="PopulationPyramid_Counter" name="Population pyramid calculator" version="1">
<description>Calculations for Population Pyramid</description>
<command>
<script>PopulationPyramid_Counter.R</script>
<arguments>$input $var1 $output</arguments>
</command>
<inputs>
<param name="input" type="file" format="csv" tag="T2D dataset" label="T2D dataset file" />
<param name="var1" type="integer" label="Set a valu for the variable classification" />
</inputs>
<outputs>
<data name="output" type="file" format="csv" tag="PopulationPyramid_Table" label="Output CSV file
that includes the popualtion pyramid table " />
</outputs>
<help>
This tool creates the population pyramid table.
</help>
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</tool>

<tool id="PopulationPyramid_Visualizer" name="Population Pyramid Visualizer" version="1">
<description>Visualizes the population pyramid table</description>
<command>
<script>PopulationPyramid_Visualizer.R</script>
<arguments>$input $output</arguments>
</command>
<inputs>
<param name="input" type="file" format="csv" tag="PopulationPyramid_Table" label="CSV file that
includes the population pyramid table" />
</inputs>
<outputs>
<data name="output" type="image" format="jpeg/png"
image file of the population pyramid chart" />

tag="PopulationPyramid_Chart"

label="Output

</outputs>
<help>
This tool visualizes the population pyramid table.
</help>
</tool>

<tool id="Multiple_imputations" name="Multiple imputations of the dataset" version="1">
<description>Populates the missing values in the dataset using Rubin`s rules methods</description>
<command>
<script>Multiple_imputations.R</script>
<arguments>$input $output</arguments>
</command>
<inputs>
<param name="input" type="file" format="csv" tag="T2D dataset" label="T2D dataset file" />
</inputs>
<outputs>
<data name="output" type="file" format="csv" tag="Imputated_dataset" label="Output CSV file of the
T2D dataset with missing values populated" />
</outputs>
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<help>
This tool populates the missing values from the dataset.
</help>
</tool>

<tool id="CPH_Predictor" name="Proportional hazards model predictor" version="1">
<description>Popualtes the missing values in the dataset using Rubin`s rules methods</description>
<command>
<script>CPH_Predictor.R</script>
<arguments>$input $output</arguments>
</command>
<inputs>
<param name="input" type="file" format="csv" tag="Imputated_dataset" label="CSV file of the T2D
dataset with missing values populatede" />
</inputs>
<outputs>
<data name="output" type="file" format="txt" tag="Hazard_Ratios" label="Output text file with
hazard ratios of predictor variables" />
</outputs>
<help>
This tool performs risk prediction of a T2D related complication from the dataset.
</help>
</tool>

Listing 8. Example T2D analytics workflow.
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Appendix E.
System

Software Lifecycles towards the Integrated AEGLE

User-centered Design (UCD) and ISO 1307 standard for human-centered design process philosophy were followed
in the design of the AEGLE platform. User Centred Design is a contemporary design approach which actively
involves users at every stage of the design process for the development of more effective, efficient and safe
products. It was selected because it prioritises the needs, demands and requirements of the end users. Table 34
shows the mapping of the user involvement methodologies adopted throughout the design phase of the AEGLE
platform to the UCD and the ISO 1307 standard process.
Table 34. UCD methodology
AEGLE design methodologies

UCD Process

Research Phase: Literature Review, Task Analysis, Competitor Analysis - Specify context of use
to enable a better understanding of the context of use.
Identify the primary users of the
The research phase would produce design suggestions and a Hierarchical product, why they will use the product,
Task Analysis to inform the design of the Cognitive Walkthrough and the what are their requirements and under
formal Usability Test.
what environment will they use it.
The Evaluation 1: Expert inspection methods: Heuristic Analysis and Specify requirements
Cognitive Walkthrough - to identify usability issues on a task and
Once the context is specified, more
interaction design level.
granular product requirements are
The Evaluation 2: Formal usability test to identify end to end usability identified. These can inform goals and
issues on the AEGLE by users. Both quantitative data (Usability Test) and other product success factors
qualitative data (Think Aloud) would be collected to produced redesign
suggestions.
The Evaluation 3 phase would utilize in-depth ethnographic interviews Design solutions / development
to better understand the potential contexts of use for different types of
end user in each case study. This method would produce qualitative data An iterative process of product design
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AEGLE design methodologies

UCD Process

to be coded using Grounded Theory methodology. Outputs include a and development informed by product
substantive framework and comprehensive personas.
goals and requirements
The output of each phase of the validation process would be assimilated Evaluate Products
and discussed in a report.

Software prototyping is the approach adopted in the design and development of the AEGLE user interface. Three
prototypes were used to deliver the Aegle user interface. Through these three prototypes the functionality of the
user interface evolved and matured. Table 35 lists the different functionalities and design aspects of the user
interface and its evolvement through the different prototypes.
Table 35. Evolvement of the design through the three prototypes phases (FI = first implementation, FV = final version, NC= no
change. 1st prototype is not included as it was design phase and had no implementations)
Requirement

Identity storage

ID*

FR-1

Description

The system must be able to store
user information to authenticate
and to authorise access:



Store Identities: The system
must be able to store user
information (i.e., credentials
and access control lists).



Authenticate and authorise:
The system must be able to
authenticate and to authorise
access
to
AEGLE
functionalities and data stored
inside the cloud.



Manage
users:
User
administrators shall be able to
register and modify users and
their respective permissions
via a graphical user interface.

User application
functionality

2nd Prototype

This is related to the
Login and the User
profile menu option
of the Application

FI

3rd Prototype

FV

Bulk
retrospective
data upload

FR-2

The system must be able to upload
bulk retrospective data to the
AEGLE Cloud

This is related to the
Dataset module of
the user application

FI

FV

New data upload

FR-3

The system must be able to guide
the user to upload new data to the
AEGLE Cloud

This is related to the
Dataset module of
the user application

-

FI & FV

Data scope and

FR-7

The system must be able to

This is related to the

FI
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Requirement

ID*

access

Description

User application
functionality

enforce authentication and
authorization procedures

Dataset module of
the user application

2nd Prototype

3rd Prototype

Data querying

FR-8

The system must provide visual
querying mechanism of the datasets per use case

This is related to the
Dataset module of
the user application

FI

FV

Case specific
workflows

FR-9

This is related to the
Workflow module

FI

FV

Analysis
toolboxes

FR-10

The system must provide one or
more meaningful predefined
sequence(s) of analytics (i.e.
workflow)
The system must provide selfcontained analysis blocks suitable
for inclusion in the workflows

This is related to the
Analytics and
Workflow modules of
the application

-

FV

Custom
workflows

FR-11

This is related to the
Workflow module

FI

FV

Data exploration
& visualization

FR-13

The system must provide a
functionality for build custom
workflows
The system must be able to
calculate descriptive statistics and
generate corresponding
visualisations

This is related to the
Analytics, Workflow
and visualization
modules of the
application

FI

FV

Store analysis
results for re-use

FR-14

The system must preserve per user
analysis history linked with the
corresponding analysis results

This is related to the
Analytics results
module of the
application

FI & FV

NC

Data Provenance

FR-15

The system must preserve
information about the origin of raw
and analysed data

Not yet
implemented.
However, this could
be part of the
Dataset module.

-

FI

Details in relation to the design of the 1st and 2nd prototypes were presented in first system design (D4.1) and
second system design (D4.2) and will not be discussed in this section. The main achievements in the 3 rd prototype
were:
1- Changes to the aesthetics of the AEGLE user interface to ensure there is parity with the look and feel of
the AEGLE branding. Improvement of the aesthetics of the platform will make the user’s experience more
pleasurable and affect positively the way the user interacts with it. Some first considerations about the
aesthetics:
- The Aegle logo should have a transparent background
- The icons / menu items could be smaller.
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- The left menu could be thinner or even become a horizontal menu, on the top of the page. This
way, we will make the content area wider /bigger, so that more information might be presented
at the same time.
- The overall aspect seems still very rough and “in development” (as expected in this stage)

Web Page Title
http:/ / www.aegle.eu

Google

2

Workbench
Workﬂows

Quick Tasks
Workﬂow 4

+
Workbench

Create a
workﬂow

Upload a
dataset

View Analytics
Library

55%

Start: 21st Mar 2016 14:30
Last Update: 21st Mar 2016 19:00

In progress

Workﬂow 5

55%

Start: 21st Mar 2016 14:30
Halted: 21st Mar 2016 19:00

Datasets

Analysis
Results

Visualise

Failed

Recent
Workﬂow 6

Workﬂows

4

Search...

BennetPre

17 mins ago

MedTechXR3i

2 hours ago

Ward13Graphs

1 day ago

RamesisNiblick

1 day ago

LukeLuckX

2 days ago

FSoxBim

1 week ago

Dolphin10

2 months ago

FreseniusKabi

1 year ago

Start: 21st Mar 2016 14:30
Last Update: 21st Mar 2016 19:00

Analysis Results
Visualisation
Export

Activity Stream
H. Smith updated Workﬂow 3

1 days ago

H. Smith created Workﬂow 2

2 days ago

H. Smith updated Workﬂow 2

2 days ago

H. Smith updated Workﬂow 1

3 days ago

H. Smith created Workﬂow 1

3 days ago

Figure 15. Aegle’s User Interface – Workbench screen design evolvement through the three prototypes phases

2- The addition of the functionalities of creating a dataset based on the database stored on the FedEHR
servers. The user is able to communicate to the FedEHR database via the Dataset page. A “create dataset”
button is available that communicates with FedEHR database, extracts classes, and presents the structure
on the user interface. The database structure may be displayed as medical events types depending on the
use case. The user can select the medical event type and then further selects the desired clinical variables
for the medical event type and create a dataset. Further communication is enabled from the website that
creates SQL queries to connect and fetch the data from the database.
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(a) Previous R-Shiny based visualization framework
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(b) Apache Zeppelin based visualization framework under development
Figure 16. AEGLE`s visualization application – Screenshots showing evolution of the application through the prototype
phases
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Appendix F.

AEGLE System Risks Management

AEGLE adopted a risk management approach focusing on early risk detection and mitigation. Table 36 lists the risks
previously identified and reported in deliverables D4.1 and D4.2 and how AEGLE addressed them thus far.
Table 36. The AEGLE risk assessment and management up to the third design phase.
Scope

Risk Description

Probability /Severity/
Acceptance

Mitigation
Plan

Action Taken

Residual Risk

Data Size

Available data
volume from
AEGLE data
providers not
enough for
effective and
meaningful
analysis

Medium/Medium/Acceptable

AEGLE platform
supports the
integration of
data sources
from both the
AEGLE data
providers as well
as from
open medical
repositories e.g.
PhysionetDB etc.
In case that the
data volume
from data
providers is not
enough, AEGLE
analytics will be
validated on
open data.

Data from open
repositories
were indeed
used in testing
pipelines the CLL
case (NCBI WES
and RNA-SEQ
data), and in the
ICU case (ECG
data from
Physionet).

Some risk
remains as
regards not
partial testing of
tools but full
scale and clinical
meaningful
analysis. This risk
is to be dealt
with the
upcoming full
scale uploading
of data.

Data
Heterogeneity

Data diversity
may cancel their
common
handling at cloud
level

High/High/Not acceptable

The AEGLE
platform
incorporates
modular and
flexible cloud
services to
support analytics
with differing
data and
workload
characteristics

The mapping of
structured data
from all use
cases has been
proven feasible.
Semi-structured
data schemes
explicitly
described.

A minor risk
remains as
regards a
solution that
supports a
complete and
consistent
management of
any type of semistructured data
file.

Data anonymity
at the local level

Data
representation
at the local level
does not enable
effective
automatic
anonymization

Low/High/Acceptable

After performing
automatic data
anonymization
on local DBs,
partners
providing the
data evaluate
the result of the
anonymization
process

The data
anonymization
mechanism has
been
successfully
tested so far.

No foreseen risk
as far as the
three use cases
are concerned.

Data anonymity
at the cloud

The integration
of anonymized
data from

High/High/Not acceptable

AEGLE will
restrict the
potential
business models

Each case was
examined
separately for
the existence

A minimum
residual risk
exists as each
case should be
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Scope

Risk Description

Probability /Severity/
Acceptance

multiple sources
on the cloud will
not guarantee
their combined
anonymity

Mitigation
Plan

Action Taken

Residual Risk

to those that do
not require
sharing of data
among different
parties

and elimination
of this risk

examined
separately for
the existence of
such risk, and
action should be
taken
accordingly

Scalability

AEGLE cloud
infrastructure
not scalable
enough to
handle scale-out
analytics
workloads

Low/Medium/Acceptable

AEGLE cloud
infrastructure
utilizes mature
software stacks
for Big Data
analytics, e.g.
Hadoop, Spark
etc. customized
to support scaleout scalability.
All the AEGLE
cloud services
are being
developed on
top of this
scalable
middleware, in
order to support
efficient
scalability.

The proposed
software stack
has been
successfully
implemented.
Cloud services
were ported to
MsAzure offering
higher resources.

Not all currently
state of art
software is able
as is to fully
exploit the big
data
infrastructure
(e.g. via spark).
Multiple
strategies
deployed, but an
overhead is
foreseen for full
evaluation of
optimal
approaches (e.g.
alternatives to
standard WES
pipelines).

Ethical - privacy

Ethical issues
may prevent
cloud-based
sharing of
important
medical data

Medium/High/Acceptable

Ethical
procedures are
taken care of as
early as possible
in AEGLE’s
design phase.
The AEGLE
platform aspires
to support also
more typical
cloud business
models, in which
each researcher
will be able to
handle only their
own data
without the
possibility to
share it with the
community

Ethical
procedures
completed

No foreseen risk

Coverage of
user
requirements

User
requirements fail
to reflect the
needs of big data
in health

Low/medium/Not acceptable

AEGLE system
design is based
on an iterative
procedure, in
which the
users/data
providers
evaluate the

The evaluation
of each
prototype by
users was used
in the next
design iteration.

No foreseen risk
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Scope

Risk Description

Probability /Severity/
Acceptance

Mitigation
Plan

Action Taken

Residual Risk

compliance with
the user
requirements
and the
effectiveness of
AEGLE platform
to support largescale analysis
Compatibility of
acceleration
engines with
AEGLE cloud
(the HW case)

The acceleration
engines provided
by Maxeler are
based on
specialized
hardware that
may be
incompatible
with the AEGLE
cloud
infrastructure

Low/Medium/Acceptable

Maxeler will
provide access to
its own cloud
infrastructure,
i.e. MaxCloud, to
install an
instance of
AEGLE cloud
framework on
machines that
minimize the
hardware
compatibility
issues.
AEGLE platform
as a service will
be able to be
deployed on
typical cloud
infrastructures
that do not
support dataflow
acceleration.
Analytics will
exploit alternate
acceleration
techniques, e.g.
parallelization,
resource-aware
performance
optimization etc.

Currently under
testing to
quantify possible
risks

To be defined

Compatibility of
acceleration
engines with
AEGLE cloud
(the SW case)

Dataflow
acceleration
does not provide
efficient
implementations
of AEGLE’s
analytics

Low/Medium/Acceptable

AEGLE analytic
applications will
be rewritten and
customized, in
order to enable
basic analytics
kernels to match
dataflow
acceleration
semantics

An initial
approach
followed for
bioinformatics
problems

Extended
validation
needed to prove
concept

Vendor-locked
cloud
infrastructure

AEGLE’s cloud
infrastructure’s
management
will be
dependent on

Low/Medium/Acceptable

The AEGLE
platform is being
developed based
on the concepts
of machine

Already porting
from Okeanos to
MsAzure

No foreseen risk
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Scope

Risk Description
specific cloud
API?

Standards in
medical
information
management

Probability /Severity/
Acceptance

Mitigation
Plan

Residual Risk

Establishged
Medical
Terminologies
have been
selected and
applied per case
for the migration
of data at cloud
level.
Software
engineering
standards were
applied in the
implementation

No risk detected
so far, but the
final testing will
be more
conclusive about
this risk

virtualization,
enabling the
cloud
infrastructure at
node level (VMs)
to be relocatable to
different cloud
providers
The AEGLE’s
cloud
infrastructure is
being developed
on top of wellknown standards
(e.g. OpenStack,
Ganetti),
exposing wellformed APIs

The mixture of
Medium/Medium/Acceptable Knowledge
existing solutions
management
may pose
and information
problems to the
communication
adoption of
at cloud level
standards at
relies on existing
cloud level
standards
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Appendix G.

Derived Publications
Table 37. Publications derived from AEGLE analytics

No
DATE

PUBLICATION
TITLE

PUBLISHER | DOI

PARTNER/S
INVOLVED

Description

CERTH, UPPSALA,
USR

The starting point
for AEGLE
approaches to NGS
immunogenetic
analysis; in this
paper, low
throughput results
are presented and
definitions are
formulated that
have since then
been utilized for
developing the
bioinformatics
pipeline developed
by AEGLE.

Yes - low
throughput
biomolecular
data

CERTH, UPPSALA,
USR

The paper reports
somatic
hypermutation
analysis in splenic
marginal zone
lymphoma, a B cell
malignancy that is
closely related to
CLL, in order to
validate whether
the tools developed
for

Yes - low
throughput
biomolecular
data

1

2
Sept
2015

2

19
Nov
2015

Antigen Selection
Shapes the T-cell
Repertoire in
Chronic
Lymphocytic
Leukemia

An
Immunogenetic
Signature of
Ongoing Antigen
Interactions in
Splenic Marginal
Zone Lymphoma
Expressing
IGHV1-2 04

Clinical Cancer Research – AACR
journal
DOI: 10.1158/1078-0432.CCR14-3017

AACR journal
DOI: 10.1158/1078-0432.CCR15-1170

AEGLE Data
utilized

AEGLE Tools
utilized

Outcome/
Knowledge
procured

Public Clonotypes
Computation

A point of
reference for
definitions
regarding the
interpretation
of
immunogenetic
data.

Shared Mutation
Analysis

A point of
reference for
somatic
hypermutation
analysis

No
DATE

PUBLICATION
TITLE

PUBLISHER | DOI

PARTNER/S
INVOLVED

Receptors

3

25
Feb
2016

Whole-exome
sequencing in
relapsing chronic
lymphocytic
leukemia: clinical
impact of
recurrent RPS15
mutations

Description

AEGLE Data
utilized

AEGLE Tools
utilized

Outcome/
Knowledge
procured

pipeline-4

Robust
information
about the
variants
detected in a
pateint's sample
compared to its
own normal
sample

immunogenetic
pipeline

a) specific
inconsistencies
of IMGT
reports, b) the
reange of
improvement
by error
correction in
CDR3 based on
gene
recognition is
very small

mutation analysis

a validation of
the usage of
this toolbox
with low
throughput /

immunoinformatics
analysis within
AEGLE are relevant
and usable in other
contexts beyond
CLL.

Blood journal
DOI: 10.1182/blood-2015-10674572

CERTH, UPPSALA,
USR

Whole exome
sequencing of CLL
patients relapsing
after gold standard
treatment.

Yes - high
throughput
whole
exome
sequencing
data

4

02
April
2016

5
06
June
2016

Novel Methods
for Correcting
Next Generation
Sequencing Errors
in theβChain of T
Cell Receptors

XIV Mediterranean Conference
on Medical and Biological
Engineering and Computing
2016 | Volume 57 of the series
IFMBE Proceedings pp 529-534
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-327037_103

Integrating
multiple
immunogenetic
data sources for

BMC Bioinformatics - BMC
BioMed Central
DOI: 10.1186/s12859-016-10443
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CERTH

CERTH

It uses
immunogenetic
data, It was not
considered of high
priority, but it could
potentially be
incorporated in
AEGLE

imgt reports

related to the
mutation analysis

low
throughput
data
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No
DATE

PUBLICATION
TITLE

PUBLISHER | DOI

PARTNER/S
INVOLVED

Description

AEGLE Data
utilized

AEGLE Tools
utilized

feature extraction
and mining
somatic
hypermutation
patterns: the case
of “towards
analysis” in
chronic
lymphocytic
leukemia

the specific
scenario was
the "towards"
analysis,
showing to
what extent
mutations lead
to other genes

6

18
Sept
2016

Ineffective Efforts
in ICU Assisted
Ventilation:
Feature
Extraction and
Analysis Platform
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Outcome/
Knowledge
procured

International Conference and
Workshops, AIAI 2016,
Proceedings
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-449449_57

CERTH

developed
algorithms that
create new
Ineffective Efforts
(IE) features that
complement the
already existing IE
index in terms of
estimating the
adverse effects of
ventilation
exposure. A series
of tools including
raw data handling,
statistical testings
and exploring of
predictive models
are created and
implemented in a
small scale custom
platform, utilizing
open-source
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PVI monitor
data

PVI analysis (FtEx
workflow) /
Generic Analytics

Create a smallscale platform
that
incorporates
basic AEGLE
design
requirements

No
DATE

PUBLICATION
TITLE

PUBLISHER | DOI

PARTNER/S
INVOLVED

Description

AEGLE Data
utilized

AEGLE Tools
utilized

Outcome/
Knowledge
procured

PVI analysis (FtEx
workflow)

Found
correlation with
poor patientventilator
sychronaziation
with negative
clinical
outcomes

CLONOTYPES
COMPUTATION;
Gene repertoire
computation;
Public Clonotypes
Computation;

First
comprehensive
NGS
immunogenetic
characterization
of CLL in
subgroups of
patients with
distinct clinical
outcome.

pipeline-4

Identifies a
novel marker
predictive of
clinical
aggressiveness
in CLL

software.
7
24
Οκτ
2016

Clusters of
ineffective efforts
during
mechanical
ventilation:
impact on
outcome

25
Nov
2016

Restrictions in the
T-cell repertoire
of chronic
lymphocytic
leukemia: highthroughput
immunoprofiling
supports
selection by
shared antigenic
elements.

28
Nov
2016

EGR2 mutations
define a new
clinically
aggressive
subgroup of
chronic
lymphocytic
leukemia

8

9
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Intensive care medicine
DOI: 10.1007/s00134-016-4593z

Leukemia
DOI: 10.1038/leu.2016.362

Leukemia
DOI: 10.1038/leu.2016.359

PAGNI, CERTH

CERTH, UPPSALA

UPPSALA, CERTH,
USR

highlights the
clinical value of IE
events and clusters

PVI monitor
data

immunogenetic
analysis (repertoire,
clonotypes, public
clonotypes)

TCR NGS
IMGT
reports

Reports a novel
prognostic indicator
in CLL

High
throughput
data: WES
and targeted
gene
sequencing
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